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or F. Drew Caniinetti,
Heads o' the many departments has been named for her.
nine
on
but
remained
ed
of
those
off,
in
Further delay
the development The Midland trail is to be a part of a
another case on a like indictment. of Russia at sea and take off Prince
were divided into two groups. One
proposed ocean to ocean automobile
the cars were killed, while the other They must not even allow the case Stanislaus Sulkowski yesterday, care-ic- f
the
committee's
nou8e
lobby
the
under
leadership
of these groups,
highway.
was so seriously injured that he was to be mentioned within their
REFUGEES SAIL FROM
was
necessitated
by
today
contention
out
worked
his
United
the
to
States
jvestigatioT
hearing
by
of Sulzer, adhered
GUAYMAS ON GLACIER. sure to die.
or read about It in the newspapers.
marshal's office and the revenue cutter H"6 continued Illness of Martin M. Mulhis Impeachment yesterday was.
were
dead
The
AUTO AND TRAIN COLLIDE
Mining
Star
con-vnail.
Engineer
witness,
usual
to
to
instructions
These are the
uurviep fntlprt Viecanap thp commander
v.,. institutional, and prepared
TWO SERIOUSLY INJURED.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 14. With Schaeffer, formerly of Colorado; E. jurors but the emphasis with which of the steamship declined to
e their obedience to his instruc-- t
refugees abroad, the navy M. Jones, an electrician of Clifton, and
t American
were
no
twice
Impeach-;,been
erate.
had
Judge
if
there
by
repeated
s
as
i,
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 14. John H.
ship Glacier sailed late last three Americans, two Italians and two Van Fleet, gave rise to inquiries which
RECEPTION AT THE
United States District
Attorney
The other, holding that he ceas-t- o supply from
San Fran- Mexican miners.
a farmer, was fatally injured
for
Guaymas,
night
Taylor,
OLD
senate
abTONIGHT.
PALACE
not
He
would
Los
the
he
refused
when
Schoonover
at
satisfy.
be governor
Angeles, telegraph-cisco. She will take more Americans
Laish Brown, was
and his
There will be a reception at
solutely to discuss his reasons and ed to United States District Attorney
lived the articles of impeachment
aboard at Topolocampo.
seriously injured this morning when
S:30 o'clock tonight at the Old
PROMINENT COLORADOAN
Theodore Roche, who has thus far Riddell at. Seattle, asklne him to ef- rged against him, was marshaled
The cruiser Tacoma reported today
the automobile in which they were
DIES AT PUEBLO conducted the
Palace in honor of the board of
er the standard of Glynn, ready to
government's case, feet the arrest of the prince if it
that she expected to reach Vera Cruz
driving was stalled on the tracks at
would be no more specific although were possible.
regents of th.i School of Ameri- y out his orders and to ignore any
can Archaeology. It promises to M uretna, xeo., ana sirucit Dy a passen- Pueblo, Colo., Aug. 14. John A. he did say that there was reason for
It was found that the Empress of
ch the impeached governor might late Saturday or early Sunday.
The gunboat Nashville Is expected Thatcher, millionaire, and vice presi- the court's order. One juror admitted Russia on her way from Vancouver K be an interesting function and
ger train. Roscoe Morton, who was
fit to issue.
in the automobile, escaped by jumping.
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National
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Feans
dent
First
and
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Santa
died
would
In
to
close
to
Portsmouth,
Sulzer
bank,
the
had
been
Victoria,
that he
pass
company where
Ithough Governor
Both Injured men reside near WaterlSan Juan islands and that on a pre- - S it.
neel a group with wide reputation nevy yard Saturday and reach, Vera at his home here at 7 o'clock today
C ontinued on page four).
S X S I oo, Neb.
after a long illness.
vious voyage she had been carried fcyU S SS $ S X.S X S
lawyers ot ability planned to ig- Cruz about a week later.
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Results tell the tale.
All doubt is removed.
The testimony or a faauta

Mf!

BEANS

DYER PORK

THIS AVEEK

THIS WEEK!
8

GROCERY

EFI

G

40.

ZPUOZETIU

Can Be No Doubt About
suits in Santa Fe.

M

j

the

Re--

I

Stork and Cupid

SWINGING AROUND
THE BIG CIRCLE

DONT

BY MOTOR
FOUR

THROUGH

SIX

MEXICO

TRIP

COUNTIES

OVER

IN NORTHERN

ROADS

GOOD

AUTO

MILES

HUNDRED

AS

DESCRIBED

LOOK
AROUND

NEW

BY

A.

SELIGMAN.

WATER, GASOLINE AND
HOTELS ABOUND

GOOD

e
A perfect log of the
circle
starting at Santa Fe. thence to Iaa
Vegas, Raton, Cimarron, Taos and
back to Santa Fe, with the most min-ute details of the route, including water and gasoline, was made by Arthur
States.
Seligman, chairman of the Santa Fe
Remember
the name Doan's and county road board, in his recent trip
take no other.
over this route. This log has been
turned over to State Engineer French
for his information, but a less volumHANDLED
PARADE
inous account of the trip will be given
BY TELEPHONE in this article.
Mr. Seligman, Mrs. Seligman, their
40S-miI-

j

1

Foster-Milbur-

INSTITUTE

MILITARY

MEXICO

NEW

J.

ROSWELL,

NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
j
In the beautiful Peeoi
Valley, 3,710 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. Opes air
work throughout the entire sesConditions tor physical
sion.
and mental development are
IDEAL-su- ch
aB oannotbe found
Fourelsewhere In America.
teen officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standard EastTen buildings,
ern colleges.
modern in every respect.
Beg en 18 :
E. A. CAHOOM, President.
t
J. E. RHEA,
J. P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. POST, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.

Located

Ky

Li

t Far particulars and illustrated

cata-sga-

address,
COL.

JAS.

W. WILLSON,

Supt.

PHONE 85 MAIN.

al

am? s?ETAi t

Wood

FACTORY WOOD
SAWED WOOD
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
SWASTIKA LUMP

CERRILLOS LUMP

Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.

There Is usually a certain degree of dread
In every woman's mind as to the probable
lmln, distress aud danger of child-birtltut, thanks to a most remarkable remedy
known us Mother's Friend, all fear Ik banished and the period is one of unbounded,
).
anticipation,
.Mother's Friend Is used externally.
It
is a most penetrating application, makes
the muscles of the stomach and abdomen
; liant so they expand easily and naturally
ithoiit pain, without distress and with
i. ne of that peculiar nuusea, nervousness
i :id other symptoms that tend to weaken
llio prospective, mother.
Thus Cupid and
the stork are held up to veneration; they
ire rilled as cunning plotters to herald the
(
of a little sunbeam to gladden the
miug
1
nns and brighten the. homes of a host of
huppy families.
There are thousands of women who have
used Mother's Friend, and thus know from
experience that it Is one of our greatest
v iniribiulons
to healthy, happy uiother-lioui- i.
It Is sold by all druggists at $1.00
per bottle, nnd is especially roeoniuiendedi
os a preventive of caking breasts audi all
other such distresses.
Write to ltradfield Regulator Co., 131
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta, Oa., for their very
valuable book to expectant mothers,
dot
a bottle of Mother's Friend

.

j

have to
waste amy time,

you do nt

looking arounp

5traicht to
$0t jt,
and the price

Come
us-"we- 've

WILL BC

TIME
LOOKING
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR
AROUND WHEN WE'VE GOT JUST EXACTLY WHAT YOU WANT?
WHAT'S THE USE OF YOU WASTING YOUR TIME LOOKING FOR
ANY BETTER PRICES WHEN WE'VE GOT THE PRICE THAT YOU
AROUND OUR
WANT? WE WON'T WASTE ANY TIME LOOKING
STORE FOR WHAT YOU WANT. WE HAVE A SPLENDID STOCK OF
HARDWARE THAT WILL STAND THE HARDEST WEAR AND WE CAN
WAIT UPON YOU QUICKLY, AND WILL BE PLEASED TO SHOW YOU
JUST WHAT WE HAVE WHETHER YOU BUY OR NOT.

-

HARDWARE

COMPANY.

i

d

j

I'

en-it-

-

SHOOTS

.1

POWER

i

N'

j

I Denver & Rio Grande R. R.

RKiHT.

jtr tle Rio Arriba county road board,
WOOD-DAVI- S
Denver. Colo., Aug 14. With overson Otis, accompanied by A. H. Huds-- j wn0 promised to do some work in the
4',000 men in line General John Chase ;peth. in Mr. Seligman. Cadillac, driven Rmbudo canyon right away. The trip
PHONE 14.
"IF IT'S HARDWARE WE HAVE IT."
'and his committee of assistants willlby Frank Horn, left Santa Fe at 7:43 takes one through six counties, Santa PHONE 14.
Trinidad C. do Baca, pe gan Miguel, .Mora, Colfax, Taos
jform and direct the gigantic Knight Friday morning.
state game warden, was making a trip;anj Rj0 Arriba, most of the counties
Templar parade here almost entirely 'to
Union county, in his Ford, and ac- - being bisected by the route except
A special
central
;by telephone.
switchboard has been installed at con- - jeompanied the Seligman car as far as- m0 Arriba where only one corner is
'clave, headquarters and by means of Springer. R. P. Ervien, state land com- traversed. There are a number of de--j
branch telephones at short intervals missioner, was to have started with lightful short, side trips on the route,
over
along the line of march the committee them, but did not get away until later, such as the one to Trinidad
and
Puebio
iwilj, be kept in direct touch with the but overtook Mr. Seligman at Raton, Raton pass, the Taos
movements and progress of the vast and made the remainder of the trip others. The hotel accommodations are
with him.
good, there being good hotels in the
jarmy of marching Knights.
Besides the host of Sir Knights who
The length of the trip as above out- - following places passed by the motor-,lineare in attendance at the conclave
was 418.6 miles, and it was made ists: Las Vegas, Springer, aton, Ute
there are over 100,000 visitors in the in 22 hours and 17 minutes running Park and Taos.
It is Mr. Seligman's intention to or- city, and unusual and careful plans time, while, the elapsed time of the trip
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
have been prepared for their care and was just 57 hours There was .not a ganize a party of eight or ten cars
four
make
this
on
the
trip, taking
lost in tire trouble
days
comfort. Special plans have been
ODS, Electricity plays a most imporanged by the telephone company in tire trip, and at no time did either for it, some time in September, as!
rtant part. The grandfather would
anticipation of the great increase in car carry an extra gasoline, Mr. Selig- by that time, the worst places will
the number of telephone calls during man's car carrying in Us tank IS gal- - have been repaired anil the road will
be amazed at the radiance of the mod- the conclave. For months past that Ions and Mr. Ervien's 15, with many, be in even better shape than it is
ern home and why al! this light? To
company has been busy installing places on the road at which it can be now. He already has several who have
to
around
this
make
is
for
also plentiful,
additional obtained. Water
promised
swing
telephones,
emergency
make the home more homelike to make
switchboard facilities and training the miles the road runing along the Bide the circle with him.
150 extra operators who will be re- of various rivers.
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
Gloriet-tato
quired to assist the regular force in
run
the
Leaving Santa Fe
for father, mother and children. Good light
HUSBAND
Over 250 emerhandling the calls.
21 miles, was made m an hour and
IN A SALOON
gency telephones have been connected three minutes, while Las Vegas, 7!
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
with the newspapers and hotels and miles from Santa Fe, was reached at
desired.
information bureaus, and at various 12:10 p. m. Lunch was eaten at the
Detroit, Aug 14. John Galen, 5 if
places
nJong the Btreets telephones Harvey house and at 2 p. m. the start Fairview
avenue, was shot early Satconnected with the central exchange was made tor Katon, no nines away
urday night in Al Day's saloon, 153
a
1.
have been nrnvirlorl t'nr tin pnnvpiii- - ... ... was Inaue- 1...
uy uie roau luiuusu West Jefferson avenue, by his wife,
rp
leuce Of the visitors.
Wntrmn mil fnllnwinir 11m railrnnrl. in. the bullet inflicting only a slight
the
Discussing
telephone prepara- ;stead of the catnino Real, which would wound in
the abdomen.
tions for the conclave visitors, an
takpn )he part. through Mora
Following the shooting Mrs. Galen
tidal of the Mountain States Tele-inr- i
nmi
road Raton
nvpr 1lIHt.
EJUICI- - iviiu vopeliort
phone company said luuu .
at 7 n in and Friday went to police headquarters where she
told the story of the shooting.
gencies such as this require that we!night was Bpent tnere.
Acenrdincr tn the stnrv tnld the nr,- proviue iacmues tar ueyona ttie usual
whs umue
mor'"B
b
Galen, her husband called
daily need. The present convention to Trinidad.
The road over the pass her up by telephone and stated he
with its vast influx of visitors and
IS QUITE SO CONVEN
was splendid, and the scenery most had been
appointed a deputy sheriff
consequent increase of telephone calls beautiful. Lunch was eaten at the
IENT as to touch the button and
to act during the Blue Ribbon races
is only a repitition of other conven- a
tions we have handled, and will have Cardenas, and after sight seeing trip next week and asked that she bring
the Colorado city, the start h
your stove is ready to cook your
down a pair ot socks and a neck- to handle in the future. Our plant in around
f ,
iron ready to use, your toasted
vestment has always been, and must
here at u:2... Saturday . night, ;tle.
Su8plclonB( she as8erted she calloJ
always be, sutHcient to take eare of Arriving
hurried breakfast, your vacufor
v
the
'
h
ready
the county jail and was informed tha.'
'not only the usual daily business, but '
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
'the maximum number of calls that! Saturday morning, leaving Raton atjtne man was not to report for duty
tne party reached Cimarron, ,lntil Monday. Fearing that he was
Icouib to our switchboards.
This is 10
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heattrue not only of Denver and other i4" m,les aHcly al J1'sl- wueie a iio!:Bomg out with another woman, she
rooms. Electricity will do every thing
at
ed
made
was
lunch.
here
for
Leaving
came
down and going to the saloon
large centers, but of each one of our
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
(exchanges throughout the territory. 1:15, the. worst piece of road on the told the police she found sim drinking
miles be- at the bar, which she claimed, he had
Every telephone call must be handled trip was struck. The twelve
day and night' Estimates and full inforas a unit. The provisions in Denver tween Cimarron and Ute Park were not done for years.
exceedtwo
mation cheeerfully given.
of it were
Mrs. Galen stated she had stopped
during the present conclave are such poor and an miles
hour and ten minutes at a pawnshop on her way down town
that each of the daily 200,000 calls ingly bad,
will be handled as promptly and as being spent on this short stretch. and purchased a revolver and that
However, Mr. Seligman says that the when her husband refused to come
carefully as at any other time."
The careful study and preparation Colfax county road board have prom- with her she shot at him.
She asserted also that she was held
to provide for the telephone needs of ised to put this road In repair immeconven uons and similar gatherings diately. The railroad formerly ended at the saloon for several minutes ur
and Taos freighters til the police could be called but was
shows quite conclusively that the busi- at Cimarron,
ness of the telephone company, as well came to this point for their loads, but released on her promise to go to th'j
as that of other service corporations since the road was extended to Ute police station and give herself up. Tli
is Miusual and that the difficulties Park, the wagon haul has been short- husband was taken home by friends
nas
enea
Blrelcn
twelve
a"u
mls
mlles'
wi.i-jconfront thein are not to be
ibeen neglected.
standards.
iudged by every-daLeaving Ute Park and from that time
Every Woman
until Taos was reached the most mag- In
interested and should
niflcent scenery on the trip was en- UfcrjTrl
know about the wonderful
TO EASTFRN POINTS VIA
valrnroun
tne
'Moreno
OF HER BROTHER C"ntere(i'
Marvel
rfb"!r'
uirv jaoacu apicnuiu latum, uuu
oucne
New Mexico Central and El Paso & Southwestern.
then started on the long climb over
Raleigh, X. C, Aug. 34. Henry Cla.-- , the Sangre de Cristo range. An an
S1NT1 FF TA ClOlinCRDFT N M AND RETURN. 112.10.
Grubb killed Obediah Davis his brother-in-- engineering feat, Mr. iSeJigmnn says Askyourdroeelstfor
K. If he cannot
law,
the MARVEL.
eight years ago at Piney this road has La Bajada hill beat many
no other, but
He was ac- times. The grade is gradual, the accept
Church, Dividson county
send stamp for book.
quitted of manslaughter. With tbe curves broad and sweeping, none of MattlCo..44 E. 23d St., 1. 1.
same pistol today, Mrs. Grubb, sister
jthem Bhort, and no backing to get
of Davis, killed her husband.
Mr. Selaround them was necessary.
ear
Badly beaten, stabbed, and her
igman's car climbed the entire hill on
Mrs.
Grubb was unable to intermediate, with never a stop, alc'ipped,
give details of the fight which she and though freighters were passed a numher husband had today In which she ber of times, the road being very
!
shot him threre times. iShe has not broad and the passing easy on this
been arrested. She testified before the account. Taos was reached at 6 p. m.,
coroner that Grubb had cruelly treat where the party had a splendid dinner
It's a mighty interesting and
ed her recently and that she killed with fresh trout, green corn on the
Instructive
thing to visit the
him while he was drunk.
cob and good home-madbread as the
store.
Grubb was the richest man in the leaders. This was the best eating on
For Rates and Full Information Call On or Address
county, worth half million and owner the trip, according to Mr. Seligman.
store
A live,
L.
H GIBSON, T., F. & P. Agt., N. M. C. R. R., SANTA FE,
of Salisbury's most, valuable buildings. Saturday night was spent at this
is really an attractive exposihe
Davis
EUGENE
shot
and
FOX, G. Pass. Agt., E. P. & S., EL PASO, TEX.
Eight years ago
place.
Dr
tion. It is a mirror of the
ivas acquitted on the ground of justi
Sunday morning several hours were
fiable homicide. Returning from the spent sightseeing, including a trip to
world's work.
trial he was waylaid and almost kill- the Taos pueblo, a little run up Pueblo
You could not see all the
ed by two Xegroes, who declared they canyon to Glorietta, and an hour's fishin a day but you can
stores
had been hired to assassinate him. ing on the Hondo, during which Mr.
out
the ones most likely
he
a
duel
pick
and
63
street
bis
landed
and
fought
Previously
Seligman
party
later attacked one of the leading trout.
to interest you by reading the
educators of the state when the offNOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Leaving Taos at 11 a. m., the party
advertisements in today's SANicial was making a public speech
took lunch at Embudo, and arrived in
TA FE NEW MEXICAN.
Santa Fe at 5:30 Sunday evening, the
Let this advertising be a sort
,
HOW'S THI37
running time from Taos being 4 hours
We Offer One Hundred Dollars Re- and 35 minutes.
of tourist bureau, for you, savThe entire trip makes a most de
ward for any Case uf Catarrh That
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
ing you foot steps, and leading
Cannot be Cured by Hall's Catarrh lightful four days' auto trip, accord
want
to
what you
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
you directly
Cure.
ing to Mr. Seligman, although he made
to see.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. it in three.
The roads are good al
We, the undersigned, have known F. most all the way, and some of the
Every advertisement is a no104 DON QASPER ST.
Telephone 9 W
J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and roads are very good. The Tecolote
tice from the merchant that his
believe him perfectly honorable In all hill between Ulorietta and Las Vegas,
"latch string is out."
business transactions and financially the stretch between Cimarron and Ute
able to carry out any obligations made Park, and some patches of sand beKeep up to date. See what
tween Taos apd Santa Fe were the
by his firm.
is to be seen take advantage
NATIONAL BAXK OF COMMERCE,
worst portions, although these are not
extended to
of the courtesies
Most
Toledo, O. so bad as to be impassable.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken inter- of the trip was made at the Interyou.
nally, acting directly upon the blood mediate speed and high speed of the
You will find the advertising
and mucous surfaces of the system. car, the only time It was necessary
of this town genial
merchants
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents to cut down to low being in the sands
License Numbers,
Day or Nifht Phone, 1M Main.
and
hosts.
thoughtful
Sold
bottle.
all
in
Embudo
Mr.
the
per
by
canyon.
Druggists.
Seligman
Next Door to Postoff Ice.
Take Hall's Faml)v puis (or const stopped at Espanola and saw Mr. Bond
j
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CAPITAL COAL YARD

WE'VE OOT IT fc

Many a New Home will Have a Little
Sunbeam to Brighten it.

te

Can be easily investigated.
What, better proof can be had?
J. T. Sandoval, 115 Ortiz St., Santa
Ve, X. Mex., says: "A dull, heavy
pain in the small of my back, extend-- j
ing into my bladder, caused me a
great deal of suffering. The pain was
always worse when I took cold. In the
winter I was bothered the most. The
tiouble came on after I had an attack
cf malaria, while serving in the army
c'.uring the Civil war. in aaaiuon to
the pain in my hack, I had inflammaThe kidney setion of the bladder.
cretions were highly colored and
I tried different
in passage.
remedies, but nothing ever helped me
as much as Doan's Kidney Pills. In
return for the great relief they
them
brought, I have recommended
n.ore than once."
Price 50
For sale by all dealers.
cents.
Buffalo,
Co.,
New York, sole agents for the United

WHAT DO YOU NEED?

Cunning Plotters

''

j

ROUND TRIP

-

SUMMER TOURIST RATES

T0
Pueblo

.

.

.

$16.35
Col' do Springs 18.15

Denver, . . . 21.10
Salt Lake City 40.00
Ogden,

St. Louis
Chicago

I

.

Detroit

.

Buffalo

.

. . $47.35
. . 51.85
. . 62.85
. . 66.45

New York City 78.85
St. Paul . . . 51.85
On Sale June 1st to September 30th.

Return Limit, October 31st, except from points
east of St. Louis or Chicago return limit will
be sixty days from date of sale.

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

OW SUMME

y

j

DCIICMrcC

rVllU0

j

im

I

sup-Dl-

For additional information call on or address

WM. M. SCOTT, T. F. & P. A.,
244 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N. M.

I
I
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Shopping
Round

ANNUAL

THIRTY-THIR- D

5

The

East

Best
Route

or

West

e

NEW MEXICO STATE FAIR
Albuquerque, N, M.,
OCTOBER

6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

1913.

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Each Department Overflowing With

Splendid Attractions.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ADDRESS

ALL COMMUNICATIONS

TO

FRANK A. STORTZ, MANAGER,1
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.

MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAL

DIRECTORS

i-i-

f
"

...

,

3--
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of kidney DUNDEE AND WOLGAST
POST $1,000 FORFEIT.
bo plain no
one can mistake them.
Backache,
Los Angeles, Aug. 14. .Managers
weak and lame hack with soreness for
Dundee and Ad Wolgast
over the kidneys, sharp pains, rheu- each Johnny
pouted today $1,000, guarantee-

Sometimes

Ft

SANTA

14, 1913.

the HymptomB

and bladder trouble are

PRESIDENT'S
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NEW MEXICAN

NEGLECTS HIS FAMILV

CONTROL

I

ACHIEVED BY

RESULTS

INVESTIGATION

IS SHOWN

and disturbed ing a twenty-rounbout here, Septemof a trouble ber 8th. Dundee will call off li is meetthat Foley Kidney Pills will relieve ing with Tommy Murphy, scheduled THE CURRENCY BILL IN THE MAIN AS HE
Try them. for Labor day at San Francisco.
quickly and permanently.
STANDS THE STRAIN
WANTS IT- -HE
The Capital Pharmacy.
WELL-H- OW
JIM
WANTED
KWATSGN
GardPostmaster Antolne Delorta.
It will not pay you to wast youi ner,
for the guidance of
Mich.,
speaks
UNPREJUDICED
JURY.
time writing out your legal forms those troubled with kidney and bladwhen you get them already printed der
irregularities, and says, "From my
at the New Mexican Printing
I can recommend
own
Washington, I). C. Aug.
experience
Foley Kidney Pills. My father also the
discussion
tariff
has been
was cured of kidney disease, and many
sedately along in the senNew Mexican Want Ads always neighbors were cured by Foley Kid- ate, President Wilson has been able
ney Pills.'' The Capital Pharmacy.
bring results. Try It.
to obtain a considerable measure of
progress for his currency bill. The
long drawn out fight over the measure in the house committee on banking and currency has finally ended.
The disagreement over the bill in the
house committee has served to em
,NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
among a
phasize the dissatisfaction
Local Agents tor
number of Democrats, but it has also,
and to a greater degree, emphasized
the president's certain control over;
the situation, at least so far as the
There are sev-house is concerned.
1 a "Elastic Bookcase
eral very commendable features to
Desk combined.
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Dollar
An Hour

Dollar
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Do you realize what this means to you and those depending on you?
Don't be satisfied with a small salary all your life do as
thousands have done; let the International Correspondence
Schools show you how your pay can be increased.
It matters
not where you are, in the factory or in the shop, in the mine
or in the mill, in the office or store, the I. C. S. can and will
increase your earning capacity.
The I.C. S. imparts to you just the knowledge needed to
advance you in your present position or to an occupation
more to your liking.
A dollar an hour is not out of your reach, if you will only let
us help you. It will cost you nothing to ask us HOW? Sim-- '
ply send us the coupon below and it will bring to
your aid ail the resources t that great institution,
the I. C. S., an establishment backed by a capital
of six million dollars and founded and main
tained for the benefit or" poorly paid men and
women. I you want your pay increased, say
so at once.
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Box 888, Scramon, Pa.
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ec! by the Mulhall charges.
It was
confidently expected that he would
join the throng of Injured and aggrieved innocents who clamored at the
doors of the senate committee for
opportunity to purge their reputations
o' the vile slanders of the blatherskite Mulhall. iiut not so. Watson
knows a trick worth a dozen of that.
It was bruited about that the
unbiased, and
Democrats who control the house investigating committee had uo intention whatever of summoning Watson
to the stand and giving him nn opportunity to meet the damaging Mulhall
charges. Xo siree, l!ob! If Watson
v anted vindication he could
get it
somewhere else; they wouldn't give
him the chance. The senate committee was open to him. He could get
all the vindication he wanted there.
av.,11 ,n,i i,oi
li
high-minde-

A

HAS

.

little
One of t he most vigorous
dfnyers among the group which bobbed up after ltfulhall sprung his valu-

able correspondence, none was more
vigorous than Oscar W. Underwood.
With great impressiveness he assured the Overman committee and the
li'rge audience present that he neven
had heard of Mulhall. never had seen
. n ia
or rcmery.
hi i miuw the
and
of
no
sooner apparent that tho r.alne
altogether was as
Kirby.
has
house committee would not call him innocent as Mary's little lamb. That
than the Honorable Mr. Watson, with
why it becomes necessary to take
an air of Injured dignity and right-- I'ote of further letters which have
t ous indignation,
wrote to the senate gone into the official record,
committee that he refused to appear
James K. Kmery is general counsel
I
(fore a biased and partisan tribunal for the X, A. of M. He was Mulball's
that had already formed an adverse boss. Mulhall may be all that people
And there the matter have said he is, but Emery Is one of
judgment.
He has
fiands. Robbed of lie right to vindi-joumost respected citizens.
Itate his pure und lofty record before a nice house where eminent conserva-- I
the house investigators, he refuses to live statesmen claim they have not
submit his unstained career to the, been entertained at dinner. In a let- vandal hands of the partisan senate ter bearing date of March 27, 1911,
committee. ICveu the stones weep at Emery wrote to Daniel Davenport, Cf
tliis awful injustice to Watson.
Conn., as follows:
"Mr. Kirby
here Thursday and
we ,la(1 a 10"K 111111 (Julle lranK la'
a
Trouble
lame
with
Kidney
began
v. ith Oscar
W, Underwood, who is a
back
,
conser.T. I,.
Hackl, 015 Eighth St., Lincoln, very decent,
ative man. I really believe now tnac
III., was recently cured of a bad case
of kidney trouble that starled with a v.e will have a fairly conservative
lame back, and says: "I am cerfalnly jiidiciary committee, as good as we
thankful in srettinir a cure of mv kid could expect from our Democratic
ney trouble
by using Foley Kidney brethren, but. we undoubtedly are
Try Hiera yourself. The Cpl-- '"B to have u ba(i !illmr committee,
nderwod has frankly told me that It
tal Pharmacy.
does not please him."
It will not pay you to waste your
Tax reform in the nation's capital
time wrting out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-'- l as received a big boost. The new
ed at the Xew Mexican Printing com- commissioners are both single taxers,
i.r.d there are five single taxers on the
pany.
house district committee, and two on
The
the senate district committee.
result of this is expected to be an
overhauling of the tax system oC
Washington, with a resulting lightenof the taxes on improvements and
New Mexican Want Ads always ing
and a fairer
property,
personal
bring results. Try It
spreading of the burden on land held
ty rich men for speculative purposes.
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A Day

DENVER.

HARD TIME.

,

former
Meantime,
Congressman
charges concerning the
lobbying activities of the National As- Jim Watson, of Indiana, the distinsociation of Manufacturers and its un- guished Republican statesman, high
savory relations with numerous mem- I riest of the old Cannon hierarchy in
bers of congress, goes on. A more in- (he house, and tioor manager for the
on the 'I
gang in the last
t( resting witness has been
Is
stand in the person of .Tames A. Kepubllcan national convention.
e
to play one of the
Emery, chief lobbyist for the
tlon. The senate, having finished smooth political tricks that in former
The mellifluous Mulhall is in tern-- v.ith Mulhall, turned him over to the fays so often won out. Watson is
'one of the men most seriously smirch- orary retirement, but the investiga- - l ouse.

Instead of

TRUST

court.
This report shows that the net
earnings for the last year have been
gratifying. One hundred and eighteen
as neainst if 12.000.000
Mill,,!, fl,,t1:n-Kfor the year past is tiie record. Of
was paid as div- Hi Is sum,
ioends on the common stock which,
Mas originally issued as water. There
are, according to this report, 221,000
men working for this corporation and
a quarter of this number of wage
at a
v, orkers work 12 hours a day
jv.age which is less than $r,;:o In Chicago, and $721 in Pittsburgh these
two figures being established by the
investigations of the Sage Foundation
as the minimum at which a bare sub-- ;
sislence can be maintained by a work-- j
husband,
ingnian's family, including
v ife and three children.
The report further shows that a
e
special committee of the tinance
its chairman being a Mr. Kob-- j
ei ts, acting with .Mr. Gary inyesti-- ;
gated labor conditions to see If any
arrangement could be made for reduc-- !
day. This committee,
it,g the
l owever, reported that "the
(lay has by its general acceptance ana
practice over a considerable period ot
years become firmly entrenched and
any sudden or arbitrary change would
involve a revolution in mill opera-- I
tions."
The report finally sets forth that
the corporation has embarked upon
social welfare work, in pursuit of
which prizes of $5 and $10 have been
offered for the best gardens maintained by workmen in their backyards.

In the main it follows cor- -

ton in good shape. At. the commence-i.ienof his administration
there was
tie little solicitude among his close
friends as to his physical ability to
the hardship and strain of a
difficult summer legislative campaign
It is evident, how
in Washington.
ever, that the president is considerably
improved in physical condition, for he
now able to forego the "at least
nine hours ot sleep wlncn tie explained early in the administration it
as necessary for him to have. He
takes recreation now in the shape of
frequent games of golf and of long au
tomobile rides in the evening from
some of which he does not return
until after midnight.

STEEL

I

President Wilson seems to be
standing the long session in Washing-

A

A

tliis bill.

rect lines, its defects are chiefly
those of detail. The discussion of it
the fact
has already demonstrated
that the real way to secure correction
ot these defects is by appeal to the
president, rather than to the leaders
in the house.

OF

UNDERWOOD

illy (liison Gardner )
Washington, I). C, Aug. M. From
the eleventh annual report or the
nited States Steel corporation wo
learn what results have been achieved
ly the Investigation of the Steel truBt
by congress and the prosecutions of
mists under the valuable precedent
set by the United States supreme
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Wire man
utrirul linsinptT
Mcchantml Draftsman
Mechanical Lnincer
Telephone Ksport
Stationary Envrint'cr
Textile Manufacturing
Civil Knginuer
Building Contractor
Architect
Concrete Constrtict'n
Pliimtii
htcuni itt'g
Mine Foreman
Mine Siipetinendent
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white slave trial in Federal Judge Van Flett's court,
This is the first and only picture of the
Diggs, Sr., father of Maury
San Francisco, Cat. From left to riglii are; Atty. Howe for the defense,
I. Diggs, defendant, is talking with his son (indicated by arrow), who is peering from behind F. Drew Caminettl,
son of U. S. Commissioner of Immigration Anthony Caminetti, and also the other defendant. To the right of
Caminettl is his brother, Anthony Caminetti, Jr., assisting with the defence.' A back view of former U. S. Dis.
tict Attorney Devlin, one of the leading counsel for the defense, is also shown. These trials will be the crucial
test of the white slave tarffic act in California and will also be the most sensational cases in the country. This
picture was snapped In court.
Diggs-Caminet-
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Accuracy!!!
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principle of the

Remington
cm Typewriter
Adding and Subtracting

TOY OF
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For quick results,
little "WANT."

HERE

AT

Since the

Democrats

came

Into

,
government
LAST' 'viceowerhas hadnegroan Increasingly
difficult
I

(Wahl Adding Mechanism)

the,

In

ser--

The prejudice of the southern-e- r
against the negro In office is mak-jti:itself felt in all the great govern-I- n
ent departments. In the postofflce
department the negro employes have
There is no official
been segregated.
action on this subject, but quietly or-- i
tiers have gone out which take the
colored man who was formerly work-- j
ing beside a white man and put hira
alongside of another colored man, and
then all of the negroes are set at
t'me.
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The machine is accurate. But this is
not all. It enforces accuracy on those who
use it. Likewise it admonishes to accuracy
all those on whose work it affords a check.
It detects errors. It likewise prevents
errors. Fewer errors are made in every
office where the Remington Adding and Subtracting Typewriter is used. Why? Because
every clerk knows rhat this machine will
infallibly detect his errors and this knowledge makes him more careful in everything
that he does.
Thus the machine adds accuracy to mechanical tabor saving in
every kind of work where writing and adding are done on the same page.
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Remington Typewriter Company-

1645

(Incorporated)
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Champa St., Denver, Colorado.

best and purest medicine see that you get Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound in preference to
any other for all coughs, colds, croup,
asthma, hoarseness, tickling throat
and other throat and lung troubles.
It Is a strictly high grade family medicine, and only approved drugs of first
quality are used In its manufacture.
I gives the best results, and contains
ro opiates. The Capital Phar-irxy- .
who require the

Illustrated booklet sent on request.
,

some more menial and difficult work.
The idea is obviously to quietly persecute them out of the service.
Meantime Senator James K. Varda-lean- ,
of Mississippi, is lending himself
ti public meetings and the activities
of an organization as the National
Democratic
Fair flay Association.
vhose object is officially the segregation of the races In government

This is "Disturber HI," designated as the
hydroplane.
With COO horsepower in a shell like mahogany hull, 40 feet in length, ' Disturber III" originally cost something like $20,000, and alterations have
as
more
so
added
much
to
half
her
that
cost,
you might call her a rich man's plaything.
probably
That is exactly what she is, for her owner, James A. Pugh, is one of Chicago's wealthiest, men, and hydroplaning is his hobby.
"Disturber III is expected to be the speed sensation at the big acquatic carnival in Chicago, after which she will probably be shipped
to
England to assist "Ankle Deep,"' the eastern speed champion, bring back the Harms worth Cup, emblematic of the world's water speed championship,
v

Subscribe for the Santa F TSew
Mexican, the paper that boosts all
the time and works for the upbuilding of our new state.
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SANTA FE COUNTY ROAD
SITUATION

CARDIGAN

BEDIENT

AND

HEROES OF BOSTON'S

TEAM

OF

WORLD'S

NOW

CHAMPIONS

EXPLANATION

Colib Is from Royston Ga.,; .Tackson
claims Greenville, S. C, as his homo,

while Speaker comes from Hubbard,
Tex. All three are unquestionably
Southerners, and it is argued that
this fact helps three naturally great
players to be even greater than thry
would be otherwise.
Baseball is, for the most part, played in very hot weather. The glare of
the sun, the heat arising from the diamond, very seriously hamper some
players. In fact, during the hottest of
the season's games many players wen
seriously affected by the heat.
But .lackson, Cobb and Speaker
steamed right along. They are frorr?
the proponents of th
the South,
Southern idea say, and the South isn't
simply called Sunny it is sunny.

BASEBALL

OF MATTERS

CONCERNING

GOOD ROADS, CITY AND COUNTY
TAXES

Standing of the Clubs.

ROAD

MADE BY CHAIRMAN OF SANTA

FE COUNTY ROAD BOARD.

National League.
Since there seemed to be a considWon. Lost. Pet.
erable
degree of misunderstanding
32
. .72
.93
,
road board, the county comthe
about
.022
37
.
.
.
til
Philadelphia
.519 missioners, the city road fax and the
51
. . . 55
Pittsburgh .
.519 county road tax, the following stateSI
55
.
( hicago
.
,
"T '
Gfi
.451
. .4
Brooklyn .
ment of the situation waSsmadei last
.431
58
. .44
1'oston . . .
by Arthur Seligman, chairman
evening
.411
7
.391
.
Cincinnati .
board in. Santa Fe
St, Louis .
...41 C5 .397 of the county road
" '
'
county.
American League.
In the general tax levy, a tax of one
Won. Lost. Pet. mill was levied for road purposes,
Club.
.079
34
72
Philadelphia
double the previous
which is
43
(it!
Cleveland
.06 levy. Thisjust
should bring in about
levy
EL
.557
47
59
Washington
Mr.
in
judgment.
$'000,
Seligman's
ASSURED.
RACE
ENDURANCE
5S
53
.52; The
Chicago
county road tax of three dollars
.4SI
54
50
Boston
w'lich is levied by statute, may be
El Paso, Aug. 11. At an enthusias-j
(13
.423
46
Detroit .
P" !d in cash or worked out at the rate
tie meeting of the El Paso Automobile St. Louis
H9
.3S9 of ifl.OO a
44
day. The county commisclub held here last night, which was New York
(17
.343 sioners do not claim
35
any interest in
B.
K.
Sellers,
D.
addressed by Mayor
since it is
or
tax
its
this
collection,
to
cr Albuquerque,
the proposition
American Associatio n.
for roads, and the county road board
have an .endurance run between this
Won lx)st. Pet. will have to collect and spend it.
Club.
city and Albuquerque during the Nev? Milwaukee .
The funds which will be received
lift
.585
49
Mexico state fair, was unanimously
115
road work from the general levy
lor
.550
Louisville
.
of
the proendorsed and the success
m;
.555 of one mill will be spent on the road
Columbus .
posed contest was assured.
54
4
.542 to Taos in Santa Fe county, the counThe local association will take ac- Minneapolis
.45S ty road board, in connection with the
04
54
in- (Kansas City
will
and
of
affair
the
tive
charge
and the
115
'"
highway commission,
.449
.
. .
Toledo
Silver
vite motorists from Demlng,
road boards of Taos and Rio Arriba
.442
07
St.
.
.
Paul
the
City and Las Cruces to join in
.3SS counties having pledged their efforts
71
.45
run. That there will be a spontan- Indianapolis
to the early building of this road. And
eous response to this invitation is certake
when built, which will
Western League.
e. year or two, it will be built to last,-fotain, as great interest in the event
Pot.
Won.
Lost.
Club.
has already been aroused by the press
all interested agree that it will
40
.64(1
73
Lenver
comments in regard to the run.
be better to build the road slowly and
f!4
..Wl
49
Mayor Sellers will go over the route Dps Moines
permanently than to make a big play
58
55
,513 .'t building a long stretch which would
and log it for the motorists who will Lincoln
5fi
.5iX be
58
make the run, and the mayor's exper- St. Joseph
poorly done.
5 ft
.48'.
59
In the spending of the funds or
ience in all matters pertaining to au- Omaha
51
(II
.45 kbor received from the. county road
tomobile contest is such as to give as- Topeka
.44:.' t,"X, the
(!3
50
surance that the contestants will have Sioux City
county has been divided into
44
7t .3X3 three districts. The northern district
no difficulties on account of misun Wichita
r
William Carrigan derstanding of road conditins.
consists of all that part of the counand Hugh Bedient.
ty north of Tesuque, and Sam Romero will be in charge of that. The
FOURTH ROUND IN TENNIS
middle district will consist, of the
SINGLES PLAYED TODAY.
National League.
city of Santa Fe, and Mr. Seligman
state of coma in the big series; and it
Chicago at Boston, two games.
will be the member of the board in
In
the
14.
N,
Y.,
Aug.
Southampton,
was Jake Stahl who was hailed as the
Pittsburgh at Brooklyn.
The southern
of this part.
charge
round of tennis singles at the
fourth
St. Louis at New York, two games. half of the county will be placed in
managerial marvel.
.Meadow club today, J. S. Strachan,
But that was last year.
Cincinnati at Philadelphia, two clarge of some one to be named soon.
California, defeated T. C. Bundy, CaliNow, Stahl is out of a baseball job
In the northern district, the road
A. S. Dabney, Boston, games.
fornia,
and is worrying about his next meal
to Frijoles in Santa Fe county, has
C. J. Griffin, California,
defeated
American League.
just like any man who works at bankbeen designated as the one on which
New York at Chicago.
ing as a pastime.
the money or labor will be spent.
In the fifth round, C. F. Touchard,
reAnd Hugh Bedient, who was a
Boston at St. Louis.
In the middle district, consisting of
New York, defeated F. C. In man.
cruit last, year and broke into the New York.
Washington at Detroit.
the four precincts of the city of Santa
world's series as a lost hope, is doing
Philadelphia at Cleveland.
Fe, the work will be done on the
Strachan is the sole survivor of the
the "Smokey Joe" act for Manager new California invaders. Today he
Scenic Highway up the canyon, and in
American Association,
Carrigan, successor to Stahl as leader
the southern district the road work
with exceptional brilliancy. By
played
two will be done on the road between
of the title holders.
Milwaukee
at
s
Louisville,
his victory, he pairs with Karl Beher
and Golden and San Pedro.
for the seminal round. The winner games.
Kansas City at Toledo.
To avoid the cost of collecting the
will meet Touchard in the final.
League for $1,500. Pieh is a rigl
Minneapolis at Columbus.
county road tax in his district, in orto
will
report
pitcher. He
St. Paul at Indianapolis, two games. der that he might have more to spend
New York at the end of the Central FROGRAM AND RESULTS
oi. the roads, Mr. Seligman has asked
IN BILLIARD TOURNEY.
League season.
tor volunteers in each precinct to colThe third pitcher purchased to Tonight the program in the handilect this $3.00 from every voter, and
is
Montezuma
the
tournament
at
team
the
of
cap
Cooper
Petersburg
Paddy
the following have offered their serof the Virginia League, He also cost as follows:
National League.
vices:
'
refiO;
vs.
will
35
and
is
a
Cronenberg
$1,500,
McClintQck
At New York First Game
right hander,
Precinct S S. G. Cartwright, Jose
4 8 1
port at the end of the Virginia League Cole 90 vs. Oatman 100; Burke 150 vs. St. Louis
Serviano Rivera and Carlos
E."Sena,
season. Cooper is second among the Martinez 60, at billiards.
11 9 3
New York
Abreu.
At pocket billiards, Baca 00 vs. Marand
Virginia League pitchers, with fifteei:
Sallee.
Geyer
Criner, Perritt,
and
Precinct 4 Ralph
Easley
victories against four defeats.
tinez (ill, and Hoover (in vs. McClin llilderbrand; Marquard, Kromme and
took 35, constitute the program.
.McLean, "Wilson,
50
I.act night Dr. Diaz playing
WEATHER
DOES
At Host on
First (lame
points defeated Ed Burke playing 150,
1
9 10
l.v a score of 50 to 124 in 44 innings. Chicago
MAKE THEM
7 12 4
Iloston
EABY MONKEY WINS
Humphries, Cheney and Archer;
Washington, D. C, August 14.
PRIZE AT BABY SHOW. Tyler and Rariden.
Are Ty Cobb, Joe Jackson and Tris
14.
Speaker great hitters who happen to Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug.
At Philadelphia (First game)
be Southerners or are they great bal' Among the prize winners at the El
0 5 0
Cincinnati
Paso
Horticultural
society
County
because
are
Southerners"
they
players
1 5 0
show, now being held here, is Philadelphia
The coincidence of the men having
Ames, Suggs and
Clarke; Alexthe batting dead in the American Blanche, a
monkey, born
zoo.
This baby ander and Killifer.
League all coming from the South at Stratton park
lias the people to wondering if it isn't monkey was the only one entered in
At Philadelphia Second
more than a coincidence.
that class and took first prize.
2 7 3

INSTEAD OF STAHL AND WOOD.

Club.
"ew York
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Catcher-Manage-

Where They Play Today

j

j
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They don't look like the same old
Red Sox that won the world's baseball championship under Jake Stahl.
Then it was "Smokey Joe" Wood
who burned up the American league
and later pitched the Giants into a

NEW YORK GETS
MORE PITCHERS
New York, Aug. 14. Not content
with spending $12,000 and giving two
regular players for Innelder Maisel of
Baltimore, President Farrell of th
New York Americans has Invested
$9,000 for three minor league pitchers.
Pitcher Marty McHale, formerly
with the Red Sox, was today purchased from the Jersey City club for
$C,0O0 and will
report to Manager
tomorrow.
Chance
McHale
here
c member of a tail end club, has
won more than half his games this
season, and Manager Schlafiy of the
Jersey City club says he is now ripe
for a return to the big leagues. The
Red Sox originally took him from the
University of Maine. He was traded
to Jersey City in the spring of 1911,
along with several other players, for
Pitcher Bedient.
Farrell also has purchased Cy Pien
from the Dayton club of the Central

Cer-lillo-

Today's Games.

j

would be held in jail as a witness?"
arl
Precinct No.
"No. I was only told to tell the
Bishop and
Encarnaclon Barela.
truth."
"Well, wasn't it a long time before
Precinct No. IS .lames W. Norment,
A. B. Henehan, and ,1. A. Hael,
you did tell the truth?"
"No. I told it tho first chance 1
These men will work under and regot."
to
H.
H.
port
Doiman, who has the
title of road overseer, although the The Court: "Did any one ever apactual road work will be done by an proachin you in regard to your testithis case?"
engineer furnished by Mr. French of mony
"No sir, nobody."
the state highway commission
Efforts to confuse the witness beIMr. iSeligman has
also consulted came so
that the court cut
with Mr. French regarding the $800 or short theharrassing
cross examination peremp$900 whicn has been collected in thetorily.
city under a city ordinance which the
Previous questions had brought to
has
office
held
has
attorney general's
light the fact that the statement made
been collected without sufficient war- by Marsha
Warrington on the train
rant for so doing. It is' probable that was composed
in large part of quesHteps will be taken immediately to test tions Diggs had been allowed to ask
this case apd find out whether the city her.
will stick or whether tho $3
In particular Coghlan asked her;
Joad tax must only be to the county "Did Mr. Diggs ask you in the lanvr whether citizens of Santa Fe must. guage of the statute if you were 'en
Jjay both the city tax rnd the county ticed or persuaded' to go to Reno and
lux, each $3
did you not answer, 'No.'
"I did not."
Other questions about this stateDIGGS' DEFENSE PLANS
ARE SHOWN. ment, which is in the keeping of the
government and which Attorney Roche
refuses to surrender to the defense,
(Continued from page one).
the witness could not surrender.
the case was discussed, though he had But she had a definite recollection
of why she consented to the interronot joined in the talk.
Just before adjournment yesterday, gatory.
"To shield Mr. Diggs," she told his
Nathan Coghlan, for the defense, asked permission to place Roche on the attorney.
stand. On the return trip from Reno,
Work for the New Mexican. It Is
he said, while all four were under arrest, Marsha Warrington had given (corking for you, for Saata Fe and
to Assistant District Attorney Atkin- the new state.
son of Sacramento, a statement of
the elopement which was taken down
For quick results, a
by an official court reporter and
he
which was entirely at variance,
"WANT."
was informed, with her testimony in
court. The defense wished this stateWork for the New Mexican. It is
ment in evidence.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Judge Van Fleet held that he had the new state.
no power to compel the prosecution
to surrender
but was
willing that it should be introduced
by agreement and if introduced, that
it should be made the basis of
Roche resisted the moMauricio Duran.

17-C-

-

'

'

little

ent,

tion.
The story Lola Norris will tell, was
foreshadowed lightly, when Miss Warrington testified that she and Diggs
had been companions of Caminetti
and Miss Norris on various trips to
Son Francisco, Stockton and San
Jose, where they had registered under
false names as married couples.
Two minor witnesses the managing editor of a Sacramento newspaper
and the probation officer of Sacramento county denied today that there
had been any scandal connected with
the names of the four on the point
of exploding into print or that arrests were impending if they remained in Sacramento. Miss Warrington
had testified that Diggs had told her
such was the case and this fear had
been her prime motive in leaving her
home.
"I never did. I only tajked with
Mr. Roche."
"And what did he tell you?"
"He told me only to tell
the

WEBSTER'S
NEW

INTERNATIONAL
DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
Tho Only New unabridged dictionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell you about thij most
remarkable single volume.
Write

send tree
a set of

truth."

"Didn't you see in the papers a
statement by Mr. McXab, then United
States attorney here, that he would
detain you as a witness unless' you
made a statement for him?"
"I never did. I didn't read the,, papers about this case."
"Weren't you told that if you didn't
testify before the grand ''jury you

Pocket
Haps

G.iC.MerrUmCo
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j
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0
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1 4 2
Columbus
Fiene and Owens; Ferry and Smith.
At Indianapolis
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.Miller;

2 10
1 5
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2
1

Ierz and

Casey.

first

Iouisville-Milwauke-

postponed

;

game

wet grounds.

St.

first

game

postponed; wet grounds.
Breach of Promise Suit Not Dropped.

books either overcrowded limited shslf space or empty shelves
and waited for books. When one bookcase overflowed, a new
one was purchased, and its gaping shelves were gradually filled. That was
before the Globe Wernicke period in bookcases. ' Now, books and their
shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
the modem way of building a library. This is the
idea..

ONCE

Globe-Wernic-

Gee!
I AIN'T
MAD

.lvy.i-'.-

Kroru Chicago Tribune.

U

AT

Philadelphia, Aug. 14. Following
her assertion that she had not dropped her breach of promise case against
Governor Sulzer, Miss Mignon Hopkins, the pretty cloak model, today
declared that she was preparing to
go to New York to institute proceedings against Mr. Sulzer.
Work for the New Mexican. It U
working for you, for Santa Fe and
tb new state.

for sample
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Price $3,800
Price
2,500
Price 3,000
Price 4,800
Price
5,000

Ranches in the Tesuque Valley
Ranches in the Espanola Valley
3 Large Grants In the State
Four Room Modern Brick Cottages
RENT-(
Five Room Modern Brick Cottage
2

!

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.
(C. A. BISHOP)
SURETY

BONDS-LO- ANS
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HERE'S ANOTHER BARGAIN!

JOSEPH

HAYWARD,

MANAGER,

via-tU-

-

-

j

,,., ri,r
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.
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j

1

All-Arou-

to-da-

1
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FOR

For 20 Cents a Year.

MRS. W. LINDHARDT

PRISONERS

SALE-CI- TY

SALE-RAN-

"The Woman's Magazine"

At Less Than Cost

1

GOODS

1

JW. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

Modern Brick Cottage, 2 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Frame Cottage, 6 blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe Cottage. 2 blocks from Capitol,
Modern Brick Cottage, J blocks from Plaza,
Modern Adobe House, (double) rents for $45,
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Your Patronage Solicited
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Ready Trimmed

i

Does a General Banking Business.
!

mni'lted in plain eliuraet.ers.
To'
otherwise is to t!'' hack to the
methods of fifty years npo.
DRY
ADOLF
GO.
Get Together.
".Vow, it is imperii! vi' that
unite and have an iindeistaiid-i- i
k about certain feutuivs of the business. 1 do not think one merchant
charge ten cents for an article
vliich another sells for live cents.
do not think underselling or cutting
12 Numbers of the Best Fashion and
oi legitimate prices is good for the
Family
trade; do know that it is ruinous to
for 20c a year, when you buy a 10c Pattern, good
Magazine
li gitimate business.
125 Palace Ave
When united in
PRESIDENT STRONG OF THE STATE
until Aug. 15th. Come to the store
This offer is
rn association, these and other mat-- t
limited
for
a
time
can
AN
rs
out.
good
can
ASSOCIATION SEES
be threshed
Trices
only.
OPPOR--be arranged so as to allow a fair. HELD
rr m
B
TUNITY HERE TO HAVE SEVENTY- - decent
5 210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
profit and no more, no less.
PHONE 180. E
BV
HERD
CATTLE
"At no time does this association
FIVE
MEMBERS
IN
WORKING
try to restrain the enterprising mail,
1
however. Our assoication works for
HARMONY.
Muskogee, Okla.. Aug. I t Five
.
.
...
the good of all merchants. It. is not a girls in a. touring car lost on llif
collection agency and nothing more. prairie between .Muskogee and
is true that tile day lias come when sen last night when caught in I IM
N. SALMON NAMED
INSURE WITH IIAVWARD AND REST CONTENT.
the merchant has to gel a 'line' on the cattle herd which held the prisoners
until
the
when
cattle
nopaldaylight,
THE NEW PRESIDENT dead beat and keep him as much as
It's too late to get Ajfua Fria Street Bargain.
possible off his books. Ii is useless to ated.
WE SOLD IT " PRONTO," BUT
The girls were .May
McSpaddeii,
buck the credit idea with a large limnol
Viola
Lizzie
and
Milam,
Sharp
01
want
leoi"e because many
Xathan Salmon, the well known ht'r
and .Miss Smith and Miss
Santa Fe merchant, heads the Santa credit and are willing to pay at the Chelsea,
Adobe House of five or six rooms, no bath, on large lot
nd of the month. The association Ruc.ker, of Clarenioie.
Ve Ketail Merchants' Association.
As a lark, the girls decided to clriu
fronting (ialisteo Street. About a dozen beoring
in
to
with
a
lias
touch
keep
decided
an
was
system
enthusiastic
at
This
from Hucker's ranch to Muskogee, (I"
fruit trees, chicken yard, etc.
meeting of the association held in people who do not deserve credit, and miles. They lost the road and darkSNAP CASH PRICE FOR QUICK SALE!
'the Laughlin building last night and the merchant will find it to his inter ness caught them on the prairie. The
mer est to belong to this association. The.1!
luttendexl by local and
motor went dead, and the big herd oi
B.
chants who made ringing speeches honest customer will welcome the cattle began to
gather around the
too.
a
better
understanding idea,
advocating
Rooms 8 and 9, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe. N, M.
were thousands in the
There
"There is another feature of 0111 herd. The
among merchants and the need of
animals jam
association to commend itself to every ined so closefrightened
IF IT'S REAL ESTATE,: HAYWARD HAS IT.
rnity of action along certain lines
::::
to the car that, at times
Adolph Seligniau was elected vice thinking merchant and that is our ad-- (,u) gi((,g were almost crushed. The
we all Know;,,,,,,,,.,, gir)8 gpwU ,l)Rhl of ((,W)K
committee,
president, and Mrs. Nora K. Summers
secretary. Mr. Salmon was authorized that the merchant of today, here and
TllH c.ltUf, (1Hpt.rspa ufter daylight
to appoint a board of directors to con- every other place, is pestered by
Cl. wa B,artPd
,ho aia o( u
one
from
of
path ilors who have some kind of advertissist
representative
.dBmau and the girls readied Mus-i- i
comline of business. A membership
g scheme to sell. The association jkogee today.
mittee also is to be nppointetd to get makes it. a point to refer all such matY
V R A
B AK
VE
In new members and keep alive the ters for the
approval of its advertis-enthusiasm. Harry S. Bowman was iiig committee and until the seller .of
can
When
I
I
I
you
buy PERCOLATORS and CHAFING
selected attorney for e association, i,
!,
ti,(.
ut..ti.,.r
DISHES run by electricity or alcohol ? I have a fine
An advertising committee will bo an scheme is
assortment of the Sterneau "Inferno," all high-graapproved, the merchant will1
s
other feature of the association, for cot even talk about it. I know for a
York. N. Y.. Aug. II. -- Market!.
chafing dishes, on which you can cook a
jit will consist, of three members and fi;ct that Albuquerque merchants have sentiment underwent a change today, J
meal, and the percolators which will make a cup
will be secretly chosen by the pres- saved
did
not
effect
the
reversal
although
$lil,U(i() in a year by this
of most delicious coffee in a few minutes.
ident and secretary and wilt have the
trading issues more Ihan moderately, J
power to pass on advertising schemes
Concluding. Mr Strong said tt.it Imwised attention was given to genSAN FRANCISCO STREET.
H. C. YONTZ,
which are put up to the merchants.
ir..wMli.,L .w.,.H,il.,..Wr tlin
Fe nier-i"- ini...l """ wlral""l,ni
is the time for Santa
e"
low
last
delivered
The chief addresses
vonuuueu
,lml
B,"1
",m
'"sir.v.
around their associachants to
to crops, especially corn, also
night were by E. J. Strong, of Albu- tion and byrally
building up a big mem- damage
is
who
state
M.J
president,
London's
excited
renewed
alarm.
querque,
lend aid to carrying out its
It. jMenaelson, president or uie union bership,
level was followed by declines
jwer
its
and
ideals.
realizing
association; F. K. Van Dusen. state p'ans
here, one point losses being made by
secretary and Harvey AT. Shields, of
Steel. Smelting, Northern Pacific, Mis-Dawson.
souri Pacific and Chesapeake & Ohio.
An effort is to be marie to increase
Wabash issues declined two to four
asthe membership of the Santa Fe
W. A. WILLIAMS, - on minors of another hitch in
roints
sociation 1o 70 or 75, so that an eltlthe reorganization. Among special-- :
IX X
I'cient, energetic body of men will be IX
X ties Mackay rose almost nine points,
TO OUR SUBSCRIBERS:
able to work for their interests.
Tele- - X and Pump, preferred, four.
X
tne Postal
Telephone
Mr. Strong Interviewed.
More ability
if you do not get X
X
was shown in the
Hack
ReLines.
In discussing the work of the Xew X graph company one
de- - X movement of
and
be
will
your
paper
prices after midday and
Mexico association, President Strong X
X Heading rose
Best Rigs, you
livered to you at one?.
vigorously, selling one-- ;
said today:
half above the lowest. Several other
SADDLE PONIES,
"This association does not aim at
TWO AND FOL'R HORSE OUTFITS.
PROMPT SERVICE.
leaders also ranged above yesterday's
trust methods, to kill off competition,
Phone 139. 310 San Francisco St.
State Senator If. Ii. Holt, of Las closing:, but. the general movement
to keep merchants from coming into
is in the city today.
v.as sluggish.
a town and to 'fix' prices to the detri- Cruces,
Alarid was operated on
Mrs.
Hamon
we
are
Westinghouse and General Motors,!
What
ment of the customer.
r me hanitariuin yesieraay.
common and preferred, scored smart
striving after is simply the benefits
L. C. Ilfeld, the prominent Meadow! tains jn the f.arlv
afternoon, lmt the
of cooperation, for merchants need (
loaders reacted as suddenly as they
to get together the same as any other ity merchant, is 10.here on business.
of
Colonel Ralph
Twitchell,
Lai-aadvanced and Canadian an4
men who are anxious to succeed.
Vegas, is in the cify on business.
inion Pacific soon lost their advanc
Day of Organization.
Mrs. James W. Chaves and child 0, tne previous hour and Steel fell
"And let me here state that this is
have gone to Uoswell to visit rela- ))ack to its low point of the morning.
the day of organization. The old slip- tm'sThe market closed steady; speculashod methods of the past will, not do
And we will show you how much you can save. Espe.Max Nordhaus, of Albuquerque, is a Hon became listless as the day drew
In this twentieth century era of actiat
to
is
a
in
close.
He
movement
do
that
I
the
visitor
as
well
You
stopping
as
any
Hardly
city.
know
vity.
cially should you do this with your
'whatever occurred in the principal
years ago in the southwest there were the De Vargas.
under-dawhich
maintained
an
merchants who expected one hundred
.Mr and Mrs. Thomas Doran left to. shares,
ito one hundred and fifty percent on
for Albuquerque per motor. They frrent of heaviness. Wabash securi
nau
a
is
I
wnicn
this
sold.
suirereu
nnet
say
ties,
they
goods
respite
will return home tomorrow.
;the
from early selling, again worked
and the people will not stand
Give us a trial and let us show you. Guaranteed
C. F. Kanen, assistant secretary of
!for it. A fair profit is justifiable, it
is
new
into
his
Pure, Clean and Wholesome.
state,
today
;s imperative, but we cannot fool the home on moving
Galisteo
street.
common
people. A little justice and
CO.
W. S. Fullerton and Tiave Farr, two
sense are needed.
MOTHER GRAY'S
"It is no longer proper to charge prominent stockmen of Socorro counSWEET
POWDERS
- Galisteo and Waler Sis.
M. O'CONNELL,
up higher prices in every instance to ty, are in the city today.
FOR CHILDREN,
Main
250.
Phone,
some
articles
are
W.
of
There
A
state
CertttaReliof
J.
the
Johnson,
engi
'freight.'
onltiatlon, (orFverlMhne.,
Iloailnrhr,
which are made in the east, and which neer's office, returned 'ast night from
TrrlliiiiK
StpiniK-TrotlblPi,
IM
h o r d r r m, and It p h t r o v
here.
out
to
v.
value
total
cost their
ship
trip to Socorro and Belen.
At'
Tr.deM.ir.
In
a,
hour..
all
DwXiUlil
of
il noticed that in a shipment
hobby
Miss Paula Postel of AIbii(ii'i-nimiiii- uiMimi rnnii, Aiar8,
ru substitute. A, S. OLMSTED,
L Roy, N. V
But the who has been visiting Jlrs. J. M.
horses some years ago.
r
freight gag is an aid one and the wideleft today for her home.
awake merchant today does not insult
Glen A. Gray, district hydrographer,
your intelligence by talking freight.
C. J. Emerson, hydrographic enand
"I notice also, that there are some gineer, left this afternoon for a trip
DISTRIBUTOR OF
merchants in New Mexico who still to Bluewater.
cling to the code for prices marked
Former Governor L. B. Prince and
The
cn tickets attached to goods.
J. R. McFie have gone to
Judge
must
should
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
customer
the
pay
price
where they appear on the
Manufacturer
of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Chautauqua program at that place.
water.
Agent for Manitou Spring Mineral Water.
Miss Adelita Lucero, of Tita, N. SI.,
TELEPHONE 35 J
who has been visiting her Bister, Mrs.
Santa Fe, New Me.
Adolph P. Hill, left for home yesterTEA
TEA
day.
Mrs. Richard Byrd, of 'Oklahoma
Where Quality Governs the Price City, who has been visiting here this
summer, leaves today with the party
and Price the Quality
tor the Rito de los Frtjoles canyon.
Mrs. Walter Kegel, chaperone, and
We
received
and
'.Misses Purcell and Whitman
this
assortMessrs. Flake and Stephens, left,
a
morning for an outing of several days
of
in the cliff dwelling section.
Mrs. M. H. Byrd and Mrs. Richard
NEW PACK TEAS
Berry left yesterday for Mountainair
and today Mrs. Patterson and Miss
Sloan will go there to attend the W.
in
C. T. U. meetings.
J. J. Shuler, mayor of Raton, and
prominent real estate man, who was
OUR ICE TEA BLEND
one of the San Diego exposition commissioners, arrived in the city yesterDenver,
. $21.10 Colorado Springs, $18.15
Is
day. He is registered at the De
pleashotel.
low in
Are now
Vargas
16.35
den, 40.00
ing
Pueblo,
.
Dr. David Knapp was able to walk
be
inaround today, following the severe
51.85 St. Louis, .
. . 47.35
.
Chicago,
juries he sustained when his horse
turned a somersault on Palace ave51.85 Buffalo, N. Y., . . 66.45
St. Paul.
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENT nue. The
physician has lost several
were
his
and
friends
nights sleep
78.85 Atlantic City, . . 79.35
New York, . . .
Do not delay, as they will
much worried over him last night.
FAMOUS ORANGE-PEKOsoon be off the market.
warden
Uleofes Romero, formerly
to Sept 3Cth. Return limit, Uctober
On sale daily June
OF of the penitentiary, was in the city
WE ARE RECEIVING DAILY SHIPMENTS
AND
east or Chicago and St. Louis
3 1 st, except
to
that
points
T
n 'i
P
-t
tiiviu uaw
trday on his way to his home in Las
UIUll
uit I,
return
JI
Vegas. Mr. Romero has just visited
STEAMBOAT
RUSSIAN DE LUX
the Estancia valley and says that tM
SPRINGS
l ick of rain down there has played
SAN FRANCISCO,
LOS ANGELES.
Are
be
tavoc with crops.
OAKLAND,
SAN DIEGO,
J. F. Miller, of the Valley Ranch,
On sate daily, June 1st to
I9IJ. Return limit, October 31st, 191)
30th.
from
down
motored
known
well
the
Sept.
CANTALOUPES
WATERMELONS,
VERY COMPLETE STOCK.
Fecos resort yesterday.
AccompanySPECIAL EXCURSIONS
NATIVE PEACHES, APRICOTS,
ing him were Prof. J. N Vandervries,
LOS ANGELES,
(SAN FRANCISCO,
C
Fosof Lawrence, Kansas, and Miss
OAKLAND,
SAN DIEGO,
PLUMS, ETC., ETC.
ter of Milwaukee, and Miss Drury of
THE MODERN GROCERY CO.
Dates of sale, June 10, July f, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7. Return limit, August 31st.
Evanston, III., all guests at the VaJr
ley Ranch. Prof. Vandervries is now
Also on sale August 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 11 Return limit, Oct. 22, 1913.
Phone 262.
spending his second summer out here,
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
GO. having spent some time In El Paso, the
H.
on
to
sale
and
as
of
Ranch
the guest
many other points in the United States and Caoada.
Valley
bo
tio
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THE STAR BARN
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L. A. HUGHES,

C. L.

J. CRICHT0N,
Manager & Treasurer.
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President.

Secretary.
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Hay, Grain

Flour

THE SANTA FE HAY AND GRAIN

Lumber and Transfer Go.
(INCORPORATED)

-
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-

HEADQUARTERS FOR
LUMBER OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
Shingles, Cement, Plaster, Roofing and Building Materials of Every Description.
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i

GENERAL TRANSFER
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Your Business Solicited.'
Phone

100

Foot of Montezuma Ave.

and 35 W.
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HENRY KRICIfe- -
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.Moun-tainai-
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complete
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO,
--

SCHOOL OF MINES
SOCORRO, N. M.
COURSES OFFERED: Mine Engineering, Mining
Geology, Metallurgical Engineering, civil Engineer.
Ing, Electrica Engineering and Mechanical Engineering.
ADVANTAGES: Requirements fully up to those
of. mines everywhere; close
of standard school
proximity to a great variety of mines and smelters,
where the various metallurgical processes are Illustrated; salubrious climate; water famed for Its
purity; good dormitory accommodations at low cost
etc.
For full Information,

or catalogue, address

THE REQISTRAR

NEW MEXICO SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, NEW MEXICO.
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PHONES:

joy the performance as will those who
go tonight.
Can See Your Soul.
If they keep on the way they are
the
going, these wonder workers,
time will come when there won't be
anything in the world that we can
do not bekeep under cover and
lieve there is a man or a woman living who wants his or her soul laid
bare to the world.
Just now we are in the face of what
is called "soul photography" and the
one who takes the picture of our souIS
will know all about us, what we are
and what we think. 1 don t care
and how good a person is try-- i
Veteran Yes, my lad, when the lg to be we none of us want to go
Arabs took me prisoner they stole all iibout. with our souls exposed to the
my clothes.
gaze of the world. They would not
Weren't you cold with nothing lcok very pretty, any of them.
Roy
on?
Emma Gerhard Is one of the soul
You see, they
Veteran Oh, no!
and of the ex'posure she
exposers,
carefully covered me with their rifles.
A

VET'S TALE.

1
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THE PANIC TALK.

panics Is simply this, Mr. President: Tliat undue
undue speculation and general indebtedness lends
prosperity, accompanied
,u
to panic, and that, after the panic has come, then, when humanity begins
basis, adversity again leads
preserve itself by getting down to a
to prosperity. Prosperity leads to panic and panic leads .to prosperity. Tint
to now.
is the history of the whole world from the beginning of time down
not take
Whenever men get to imagining that they are so rich they need
debt toe
care of their pocketbooks they run into debt; when they run into too
a
rmici
into
run
have
panic
after
and
a
into
run
they
panic:
much they
will give them creair
they have to quit running into debt, because nobody
ltselt
Then after thev quit running into debt, financial society reestablishes
sou e
The Wilson BUI had no more to do with the panic of 1X93 than my baby
Anyhirth had to do with what took place in .ludea in the times of Christ that.
knows
intellectual
integrity,
with
any
sense
has
who
coupled
any
body
Ivih
The above is from the speech of Senator Williams, of Mississippi, 'vho
senai-.- '
taken his place as one or the prominent leaders of the fnited States
The
and whose remarks are always read and listened to with interest.
the
after
made
Republicans
was
wan
taken
Hie
which
from
clipping
speech
of the senate had exhausted their vocabulary in telling of the disaster
that is about to come upon the country on account of the new tariff bi'i
ThP wholn historv

of
by

rock-botto-

which is soon to become a law.
The crime of '!:; had been under discussion, and as usual the Republicans were drawing lessons from it and predicting dire disaster, telling of the
as enacted
panic which is sure to come when again we are under the policy
by the Democrats.
It. is easy to predict all these troubles, but the people have ueierniined
that the policy of the Democratic parly shall rule, for a time at least, and it
is well to make a test now once for all.
The country is in a prosperous condition today and if this action on the
it will bring
part of the Democrats really brings what the opposition says
we will have our lesson from which to build for the future. We believe In the
rule of the people and if they have erred in the selection of the Democrats
to control our affairs for a time they are the ones to suffer, if suffering there
he. and it is their duty to rectify the error.
This is the easiest way to bring on a panic, however, to keep on predicting it. Thai in itself is a very serious and a very dangerous mistake
hut we can have that panic if we want it.
0- -

AN ILLUSTRATION.

LIUING."

Comes now a Chicago society woman who, after a flight in an airship
says that she "never really lived'
graciously supplied by John D.'s
until she took the trip in the contrivance with mechanical wings.
pews, sing "1
Time was when women were content to sit in
want to be an angel," and dream of wafting about on wings of their own
earned by usefulness, goodness and sacrifice.
Those women "really lived," don't you think they did? Their days
were filled with the happy satisfaction of caring for their children, of seems
that the kitchen was scrupulously clean and that the furniture in the parloi
was free from dust.
They put patches on the pants of the boys and braided he hair of the
small daughters, sending 'em trudging to school with faces clean and hearts
brave and pure.
They ministered lo the sick, were kindly to neighbors, made pets of
dumb animals and tilled their homes with a radiance of love and care which
made it a mighty pleasant place to go after school or work.
They, too, at times wanted to fly, and so they sang about it on Sunday.
They were not just
Hut not because they felt they weren't really living.
tired with nothing to do or from a surfeit of frivolity such a dancing in
pajamas unlij dawn, as in Newport, the other day,
They had their moments of moodiness and their times when throbbing
nerves cried out for the solace of strange adventure. They got "blue" and
sometimes, mayhaps. they scolded and grew pettish and fre'ful and cross
Hilt it didn't take a S'i.unu aeroplane lo bring buck to them the joy of living
Not that we've anything against ihe flying machine or against women
flying in it if they haven't more important things to do.
Sport is great and we all need more of it. . Hut the best sport of all is to
find useful, stimulating, creative work. The Chicago society woman ought
to try that before she pronounces final judgment on what constitutes "real
'
i ii
.
livliif? "
stiff-backe-

r

AS

THE BYSTANDER
SEES IT

The Home Letter;
Because lie never missed writing
a letter to his mother each week of
the fifteen years he had been tn
America, J. W. Gordon, a tailor, of
East St. Louis, is heir to $300,000 lcf-bhis bachelor uncle, L. Liebowitz, ot
Libau, Kuhland, Russia!.
There is far more to the little story
of the legacy than the few words in
the newspaper report. Rack of it is
the- sweet picture of a man's love, for
his mother and when he has that
quality which is shown by the act of
the St. lxniis tailor, it counts a great
deal in .life.
I look back myself, and am glad that
through a long stretch of years, in
my college life and afterward in the
rush of business and the swirl of
the letter home to the adored
and the waiting mother was more
than a duty, it was a pleasure to tne,
to, and I know that, it was to the one
whose love and tender solicitude was
never lessened, even though boyhood
had passed and separation was inevitable, as it is apt to be when the door
into a .larger life opens and new cares
and responsibilities come.
I know the weekly letter was a great
pleasure to her and it was a pleasure
to me and it. was more than that, it
was a never-failinhelp. Tt did not
grow burdensome as the years went
on and the distance-apargrew greater, and the opportunities for being
together grew less and less. There
was no diminishing of the desire to
be in touch with the one person who
had been what mother had to me,
and the little acts that would bring
pleasure and confidence to her were
well worth while.
I think there Is no one who reads
of the man who wrote home to his
mother every week who does not feel
glad that, he has come into the fortune that Is his, and who does not
for
feel that, it will not be wasted,
there will be an influence that will
be about him, unseen though it be,
which will be felt and followed.
poll-tic-

J if.? will cut loose
Perhaps the time will never come when men in public
from those Influences that have so long controlled, but again has been brougrt
to notice the results of being under that, influence,
'
It is the case of Stilzer. the governor of Xew York, who, in an endeavor
to act independently, 1ms found himself in the toils of that very organisation with which he so long affiliated and under whose influence he rose f
the position which he now occupies.
There is a tremendous lesson in it all.
The conditions under which we live have been made clear in the past
few weeks by the revelations that have come from the sad evidence broughi
out in the testimony of the now notorious Mulhall. It is perhaps generally
conceded that some or the testimony given by this man will not stand the light
of further searching, but at. the same time few will doubt that there is a good'
deal of truth in it and it lias opened the eyes of the people to the pressing
necessity of a change in the management of public affairs.
The man who puts himself under the influence or any organization au-'becomes the fool of it will regret the action if the time ever comes that ht
ondeavors to break loose from it, as he will find then that the wolf has him
at bay and it is a death struggle with a powerful and insatiate enemy
The day has come for a radical change in our public service and tne
people are beginning to realize it.
There is one way out and the people are beginning to see that. too.
It was to regulate this very thing that the Progressive party was brought
into the political field and it is the understanding of this condition that will
give it continued life.
The Sulzer case is but an example of what will be done it a man who has
been under the control of the machine and its manipulators, attempts to
break away. They've got him.
The only salvation is an entirely new deal and the people of this nation
are becoming awakened to It.

- REALLY

says:

n

The president of the Master Butchers' Association now says in ten years
more we will scarcely know the taste of meat, so scarce will it have become
Well, some of us have already reached that stage, as it is even now a seldom
article for a good many.
n

A congressman from Kentucky slashed a door keeper of the house of reji
resentatives with a knife the other day. Byran's Dove of Peace must have
been taking a day off.

But, of course, it is only fair to take into consideration that fact Mia
Bryan is the possessor of an automobile now, and his salary Is only twelve
thousand per.
Lillian Russell says that lo be beautiful a person should bathe every
day. Maybe that is one reason why the average tramp is so plain looking.
Cleveland is going to segregate the men and women bathers. What doe?
the big Ohio city think bathing beaches are for, anyway?

.

"Soul photography is an art, and it
puts a love of art into the prosaic1
The entire secv.ork of photography.
ret, I think, apart from the unconsciousness, lies in not photographing
the eyes. The eyes will tell a thousand different stories, each one of
them false, and the stories are reThe facial
produced in the camera.
lineaments are what are wanted, the
chin, the mouth, the forehead,' the
somecheeks, and the indefinable
thing that is in every face."
So, up to the present time you do
not need to have your soul exposed
unless you want to, but supposing the
time comes when this unknown portion of our being can be laid bare and
anyone can see us just as we are,
that would certainly put us in bad and
make life something of a burden, as
in addition to the present condition
o." affairs
when we have distress
enough in carrying about our troubles
and our evils, everybody else is going
te see them, too. If this ever comes
about we will without doubt, be
to change our opinion of a lot
of people concerning whom we have
formed some notions, and we may find
that some are far better than we
thought and others are far worse,,
Anyhow I hope this soul exposure,
thing will not become too easy. A
"September Morn" picture with the
soul as the subject might be very
beautiful and then aagin it might be
a terror.
com-jelle- d

AMONG THE EDITORS.

t

It la a Mystery.
There is a whole lot of mystery in
this little old world. things that we

cannot understand and yet, perhaps,
are not as wonderful as they look,
r was just thinking of the show at
the Elks last night, It was good, and
well worth the time spent in seeing
some of these very things that seem
so strange to those who do not understand.
Probably, when you know how to do
It, there is nothing very difficult in
taking a bottle and pouring from it

any kind of drink any one calls for,
but it looks funny to the fellow who
don't know how to do ft. Then it is
a little mysterious to ee the operator take that same bottle, after a few
fellows have had what they wanted
out of it, break It with a hammer and
take out a nice, smooth, well kept
white rat. Tt must have made the
chaps who drank out of the bottle a
little squeamish when they saw that
rat emerge from the little receptacle
out of which they had just been drinking. Men have doubtless seen worse
things than a white rat after fooling
too freely with a bottle. But tn this
case those people saw it who had not
touched the bottle at all.
Then there was another Interesting
and- mysterious thing which Is not so
much a novelty as it was a few years
ago. but it is no less a mystery, and
that is the power to read minds, that
is what we call it, for want of another name, perhaps, but it is a never
ceasing source of Interest, and we
sit and wonder as we see the performer exercise this remarkable power. It
le no less mysterious than the wireless
system of telegraphy, and it may be
they belong in the same realm. Those
of us who are uninitiated do not understand, but it is always a pleasure to
see these things and the audience at
the Elks last night certainly did en

Test It.
If there Is doubt as to whether'
morals count, commit the offense of
being found out. Rock Island Trib-- j
line.
Won't Submit.
A New York man who writes lovel
letters to his stenographer finds she,
to his dictation.
won't submit
Springer Stockman.
Do You Kno?
a
Do you know what kills
Here it is: It is when some

town?

making a general nuisance of themselves. Do the parents know where
the tots are and what they are doing?
Or do they not care? We are inclined
to believe it is merely carelessness on
the part of the parents. But the question naturally arises, what will become of the children in a few more
continues?
years if this unrestraint
Whose fault will it be, if the children,
now merely mischieridns, grow into
lawless men and women?
Where is
your boy and girl? Belen Tribune.
Tut, Tut.
We don't want to be mean, but really
this is the best confirmation we have
had yet of the rumor that everything
to
at Cimarron would be brought
Tut!
Raton. Raton Range.
Tut,
Brother Brown, b'gosh; he who laughs
When Cimarron
last, laughs best.
moves to Raton, the Raton Pass will
be blocked with tears In lieu of sunshine, and another thing, what's the
matter with putting Raton on wheels
and follow up the pay car of the Santa
Fe; this seems to be her greatest ambition anyway, and why not- do it
right? Raton has been and is surviving on the husks of politics since the
county was organized, and were it not
so, the Santa Fe would not stop long
enough to gather a few cans of cream
on Johnson Mesa, and proceed to Las
Vegas.
Cimarron Is on the verge of facing

JULY WEATHER
SUMMARY ISSUED
BY BUREAU
The month of July, 1913, averaged
practically normal in temperature in
New Mexico, but far below the normal
ii' precipitation. In fact, with the ex-

ception of July, 1903, with a mean of
('.So inch, it was the driest July with"
it. the record of the state. No part
oi the state escaped the great lack of
rainfall, although the northeastern
and southwestern counties, owing to
a number of heavy local downpours,
averaged highest, and in one or two
instances exceeded the normal precipitation. As a rule, however, the deficiency was marked and general, greatest in the Pecos valley, and at scattered localities in the plains region, the
Kstancia valley and. the middle west.
Local showers conditions
prevails
throughout the month and scarcely a
but
showers,
ciay occurred without
they were heaviest and most general
from the 14th to the 22d.
The temperature of the month was
erratic; most statious recorded high
the
maximum temperatures during
first two weeks of the month, and
li.ter touched very low minimum temperatures, with light to killing frost
en the 27th. to 2.Sth in the higher
i.orthern districts, causing no little
Carnage to crops in the high mountain valleys..
While the mean for the state was
practically normal, certain localities,
especially northeast, and central east
counties, and the middle Rio Grande
alley exceeded the normal considerably, while the western, northwestern and most of the central valleys
were normal or slightly below. The
heat period of the first two weeks was
cue of the longest and most trying in
years, and the more frequent showers
and cooler days and nights of the last
l alf of the month were most welcome.
'I he 11th was generally the warmest
day of the mouth, and the 17th or 28th
the coldest.
The sunshine of the month was considerably above the normal; for the
state as a whole there were 1C clear
Cays, 13 partly cloudy days and but 3
cloudy days, while 0.01 inch or more
precipitation occurred on an average
oT 5 days.
At Roswell there was 82
per cent of the total possible sunshine, and at Santa Fe 78 per cent
The relative humidity averaged low;
at the Agrioullual College it was 40
per cent, at Roswell 48 per cent and
at Santa Fe 47 per cent, mitigating in
marked degree the effect of the heat
The winds of the month were light
mid prevailing southwesterly. A few
rather severe local gales occurred,
Roswell (i4 miles per hour were recorded on the 14th, and at the Agricultural College 48 on the 13th.
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE

Capital, Surplus and Profits, $250,000

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
central Location.

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.

,
temperature was (J7 degrees at
and the least 35 degrees at the
Rea ranch in the Manzano mountains,
vhile the greatest local' daily range
vas 57 degrees at Alma on the 1st
pnd at Berger's ranch on the 28th.
The district averages were as follows:
No. 7 (Canadian and. nortileast) 72.1
and Rio
cegrees; No. 8 (Pecos
Crrande) 72.4 degrees; No. 9' (western)
Wil-lnrd-

the most prosperous times in its his- 72.2
degrees.
tory; and when it receives a few more
Precipitation.
farmers we will move the court house The
average precipitation for the
and the county seat to Cimarron,
as determined by the records of
where it rightly belongs. Take that, state,
149 stations, was 1.27 inches, or 1.15
and that. Cimarron News.
Inches below the normal for the

poor,!
miserably, dwarfed soul tries to put
it into his pocket. "While it looks foolish, many good towns are run right
into the ground by just such parties.
Socorro Chieftain.
Costs No Mere.
It don't cost any more to raise a
Wooded horse, cow or hog than it
does to raise a plug pony, a longhorn-cow or razorback hog. The farmers
of the north and east have long since
found this out, and that in a great
measure accounts for their success on
the small snd high priced farms where'
the advantages do not compare with
those offered here. Las Cmces Democrat.
State of Ignorance
The Santa Fe Xew Mexican is turning loose a crusade for the codiftca-t!oand arrangement of the state
laws so that the ordine?y citizen can
understand them. It ousht to succeed
in getting action. If there ever was
a nate In which ignorance of law
oi'f.ht to be an excuse it Is Xew Mexico
It tnkes a mighty clever lawyer
t.i find the law on the simplest points,
and it is a task totally beyond the
individual. RoJwell News.
Been Heard From.
Thomas Benton Catron, the Republican senator, with the big Democratic
name,' has at last been heard from.
in securing
Since his achievement
two cannon for Santa Fe the Hon.
f. B. has remained in absolute silence
until the other day when be predicted
ruin for the whole country in a careTemperature.
fully prepared speech on the Iniquities
The mean temperature of the state,
of tariff reduction. With Catron and as determined from the records of 90
Fall in the senate neither Mexico nor stations,
having a mean altitude of
the United States need be without about 5000 feet, was 72.3 degrees, or
their Jeremiah. Hillsboro Free Press. C.3 degree below the normal, and 1.0
Do They Know.
degrees above July, 1912. The' highSome of the mothers of children est
monthly mean temperature was
in Belen are apparently giving very
82.0 degrees at Demlng, and the lowof
little attention to the whereabouts
56.8 degrees at Winsor's ranch.
their children during the evening. On est
highest recorded temperature
several occasions, recently, not only The
the boys, but girls as well, have been was 109 degrees at Carlsbad and
'Richland on the 11th, and the lowest
straying about the stieets till after 2;;
degrees at Ellzabethtown on the
9 o'clock at night,
the
disturbing
ot'
neighbors, waking little children and J 2Sth. The greatest local range
j

Since Its Establishment Over Forty- two Years Ago

s shown by the fact hat it has constantly adhered to the strictest line-.of business integrity, rendering a uniformly efficient service to all depositors and confining its loans to reliable individuals and firms in Santa
Fe and vicinity. The wisdom of Its policy of combining a progressive an1
a conservative service is clearly reflected in the steady, consistent
growtn
which the institution has enjoyed, .ts resources-noexceeding ONE
DOLLARS.

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.

THE VALLEY RANCH,

" All of Today'.. Newo Today

I

OF THIS INSTITUTION

.

rponth, and 0.92 inch below July, 1912.
The greatest monthly amount was
li.95 inches at Deming, and the least
a trace at Laguna. Tfte greatest
amount in any 24 consecutive hours
v as 1.98 inches at Deming on the 14.
'Ihe district averages were as follows:
No. 7, 1.42 inches; No. 8, 1.08
No. 9, 1.71 inches..

inches;

CHARLES HT. LINNEY,
Section Director.

Has Engaged

at a

the cheapest, and

ALWAYS SEE

FRANK M. JONES,
Office United States Bank Building
(FIBST FLOOR)

Prom

PARLORS,

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North
South
Bounds Trains.

Great Expense,

Leaves Barranca on the arrival f
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Team
furnished commercial men to take In
the surrounding town. Wire Embutii
station.

CATT0N,

who will manage his billiard parlors and instruct those desiring to
learn the game. All new tables,
new cues, and a quiet, gentlemanly
lounging room for those who cater
to the pastime.

EVERYONE

Take no chances on either
when a small amount will give
you the protection that you
need, and when you do use insurance get the best, as it is

WOODY'S STAGE LIN E

of the Famous

"BILLY"

WELCOME t
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La Salle Hotel
CHARLEY GANN,

!

AT ANY PRICE

good companies, good protection

MARCUS CATT0N,
Son

Best That Can be Bought

The

has purchased the InsurBusiness of the L. A.
Harvey Agency. Strong lines,

MR. HARVEY OATMAN,
Proprietor of the
BILLIARD

FIRE, LIFE,
PLATE GLASS

who
ance

ANNOUNCEMENT

MONTEZUMA

INSURANCE

n

MAYES

INSURANCE
Prop'r

European Plan.
Meals At All Hours.
Elegant Rooms in Connec- tion. Steam Heat,
Electric Lights and Baths.
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Fire, Life, Accident
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc

aj

REAL ESTATE

j

RATES: 50c and 75c PER DAY.
247 San Francisco Street.
Hear S. W. Corner Plaza,
SIM

City Property, Farms
Ranches, Orchards
Land Qrants, Etc

--

Bonds

Surety

All Kinds.

Of

Telephone 194 W., Room 24
LAl'GHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FE
THE VISI GRAPH TYPEWRITER
The Visigraph is the result of 28
years experience. Contains all the
development of the Typewriter art
Best in the world. It has
84 characters with a single
shift, light actioo and unlimited speed; Interchangeable carriage and platens,
rapidly set marginal and column stojjs. Absolute
visibility and handiness of manipulation, with drop forged
type bars. It is a durable
and dependable machine.

Harsch's

--
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NEW MEXICO

Coyote

Springs

Mineral Water
TRY A DOZEN AND YOU
WILL ORDER MORE I
It it Right,
Huff Said,
Handled by

HENRY KRICK,
M. Phone J5
Santa

Fe, N.

J.

'

Atk for Catalogut or Agttifr Urmt
THE SANTA FE TYPEWRITER EXCHANGE

Distributors for New Mexico,

Santa fe, n.

m.

Work for the New Mexican,
working for you, for Santa Fe
the new state.
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That Wonderful Event

i
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THERE is a time above all times when a
IF woman
should be in perfect physical condition
it it the time previous to the coining of her babe.

UUI1I1

HEAT,

is a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillful
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman's delicate
system. It has been recommended for over forty years as a remedy for those
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"
period. Motherhood is made easier by its use. Thousands of women have
been benefited by this great medicine.
Your druggist can supply you In liquid or tablet form, or you can send
50 one-cestamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescriotioa
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surtjical Institute, Buffalo.

RAT-

SUN

UNDER TERRIFIC

WRITES KENNY,

YEARS

HAD ELEVEN

OF FAT

AND

DOESN'T

LOOK ON

Up in Despair. Husband

RUINED

CROP

AS

DISASTER

Came to Rescue.

FFECTS

priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
given tree of charge. Of course all communications are confidential.

(liy W. 11. Kenney.)
Kansas City, Mo., Aug. 14. T have
just returned from the corn belt where
the rain hasn't fallen, except in scat
tered showers for more than a month
and where the burned up corn stands!
on millions of acres, rattling, noisily
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At last, my husband got me a bottle of

Cardui, the woman's tonic, and I commenced taking it. From the very first
dose, I could tell it was helping me. I

OF GREAT DROUGHT.

w

It is your

Conditions, Mrs. Bullock Gave

HAS

-E-

had gotten so weak I could not stand,
and I gave up in despair.
I

After Four Years of Discouraging

BUT THE

FARMER

A

MASONIC.

DESPAIRING WIFE

ULLI

MILLIONS OF ACRES

TLES DEAD

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

HUSBAND RESCUED

OH
fill DTI
I IIkM
KM TI
CORN ON

dr. pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

imaum.

VISIT TO BURNING

if
ll

During thlt period many women suffer from headache,
sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite,
and a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in
Justice to the new life about to be ushered into this world.

i

A

PA3E SEVEN

can now

walk two miles without its
am doing all my work."
and
Catron, Ky. In an interesting letter tiring me,
If you are all run down from
from this place, Mrs. Bettie Bullock
womanly
writes as follows : "I suffered for four troubles, don't give up in despair. Try
years, with womanly troubles, and during Cardui, the woman's tonic. It has helped
this time, I could only sit up for a little more than a million women, in its 50
while, and could not walk anywhere at years of continuous success, and should

Montezuma
No. 1, A. V.

lyjdge;
& A. M

Regular commtral-cation flrit Monday
of each mouth at
M atonic
at
Hall

WANTS
KOI! It KN'T :!
furnished
Apply M; (Irani Ave.

I'Oll

and
SAI.- K- Relii)iiiishmorit
(ii College street.

clii'iip.

7:30.
E. R. VAVL, W. M.
'CHAS. E. LIN.YEY. Secretary.

rooms.
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states, und the amount of
material which is being detected and destroyed fully justifies the exof our

OFFICIAL.

F. ANDREWS
and Market.

COMMITTEE ON WOMANS

penditure for this purpose.
SUFFRAGE ASKED
I invite
your attention to this matter with the greatest respect and in
the hope that the United States deAPPEAR BEFORE RULES
which is SUFFRAGETTES
partment of asncultni-eof this
enforcement
the
with
I
charged
Hour
I
HOUSE AND ASK HELP
COMMITTEE
OF
Auto Delivery Every
AutoIDelivery Every Hour
law, will have tiie benefit of your
WILEY
FOR THEIR MOVEMENTOR.
hearty sympathy, and that, you will
Another car of that famous EMPRESS FLOUR. The best money
use your best efforts to secure from
will buy, try it. A coupon packed in every sack good for valuable
AID THEM.
AND CONGRESSMEN
your State means to carry out the copremiums, and besides this we are going to give to the boy or girl unoperative features, which are essen
der 15 years of age, who collects the most of these coupons up to
Hal lo the successful administration of
AND
Washington, I). C. Aug. 14. Supa
TREES
a
OF
watch,
next
THE IMPORTATIONS
$30.00 bicycle and to the
September 15th
highest
the act.
to
ported in their argument by several
and
mother
and
neighbors
Boys
your
get
get
girls
your
busy,
'
UNARE
members of the house, delegates to
DANGEROUS,
Very respectfully,
SHRUBS
use EMPRESS FLOUR.
ti. B. si:dvvortii,
the National Council of women voters,
INSPECTED.
LESS PROPERLY
Acting Chairman of Board. appeared today before the house rules
committee to urgef the creation of a
OF AGRICULTURE
DEPARTMEIIT
in Bankruptcy.
Suit
woman suffrage committee in the low,
4
branch of the congress.
er
IT.
of
R.
ABOUT
Albuquerque,
Andrew
GOVERNOR
Wernlng
WRITES
Miss Mary
Dr. Harvey W. Wiley,
died a suit In bankruptcy in the U.
S. district court.
John V. Wilson was McDowell of Chicago, and Mrs Frank
V. Mondell, of Wyoming;, spoke at the
named referee.
ii in inririWsWWMWii FABIAN GARCIA CAUSES
mi
tii ii mm nil bin
morning hearing. Mrs. King declared
in some states whore the women had
Weather Bureau Exams.
MATTER TO BE BROUGHT UP
Examinations for the position of to say whether they were married or
assistant observer in the 17. S. Wea- single, it had been better if men had to
ther Bureau will' he held on October furnish similar Information.
instate
no
That New Mexico has
named
Women," she said, amid laughter,
loth, 3913, at the following
"merely should have to write 'legal
spectors of nursery stock, especially places in and near to New Mexico:
Santa Fe and Koswelt, New Mexico: age it's nobody's business."
for the inspection of trees and shrubs
one Durango, Denver, Grand Junction and
Dr. Wiley said he spoke as "a disimported from other sections, is
man in the home of the
franchised
El
state
government
and
Amarillo
of
Colorado:
Fueblo,
of the details
freedom of the world. My early imwhich will probably be brought to Paso, Texas; Phoenix, Arizona.
Application for information in rela- pression of women," said he "was that
the attention of the next legislature.
The necessity for such action, and tion to the examination and for ad- they were merely our after thought,
archaic thorax."
the dangers attending failure to pro- mission to the same should be addres- an addendum to anwomcm
should have
insisted
He
that
Commisin
shown
is
Service
Civil
U.
S.
to
the
sed
such
inspection
vide for
.".uffrage
by right, not by burning
the following letter which has been sion, Washington, I). C.
houses and wrecking buildings, "as
received by Governor W. C. McDonwho are workseme of our
Hearing Set.
ald;
us abroad are doing."
ing
against
and
Gas
Roswell
August 7, 1913.
of
the
In the case
Dr. Viola Cole, of Portland,
Ore.,
the Governor ol Electric company and the McCord Ice vice
His Excellency,
president of the national commitCarlsbad
at
Cold
company
and
Mexico.
Storage
New
5
tribute "to
Is tee of women visitors, paid
Sir
have the honor to transmit vs. the A. T. & S. F., which action
the grand man of Oregon, who fought
the
in
ice
the
of
shippers
the
No.
44,
protest
herewith a copy of circular
battle of the Oregon women."
a raise in freight the
office of "the secretary of this depart- Pecos valley against
railroad
put
the federal rates on ice, which the
ment, which contains
into effect August 1st, the state corARRESTED
plant quarantine act of August 20,
has called a pub1!U2. In general, the federal powers poration commission
FOR HARBORING
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es-lic hearing for the taking of testimony
granted in this act relate to the
28th
IMMORAL WOMEN
tablishment of foreign and domestic in this cause, on Thursday August
It is expected that as
in this city.
quarantines, the issuance of permits, a result,
of the hearing an equitable
foreign certification, and the distribuWashington, D. C, Aug. 11. The
to both
tion to the several state or territorial and just rate, satisfactory
of immigration
bureau
today issued
be
will
sides
upon.
agreed
in
regard
officials of exact information
for the arrest of Hidekunl
varrants
In
Hardware.
Everything
to the origin, arrival, and destination
iwata, a wealthy Japanese and his
Bridge Contract Let.
of importations of nursery stock.
comwife, Norae Iwata, on charges of harIron
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destination of imported nursery
officials
declare, were
and the cleaning up and disinfection Socorro, as being the lowest and best immigration of
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Six
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submitted.
put
roprietors
bid of those
of local quarantined districts.
27 women arreBted in a recent raid
The reason for bringing this law in figures on this contract, The bridge
The women
be by the Fresno police.
to the attention of your excellency will be of wood and steel and will
will were released on bonds of $1500 each.
contract
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feet.
500
about
long.
received
been
lias
is that information
the successful Iwata and his wife may be released
from Mr. Fabian Garcia, professor probably be signed with
oi, bonds. Iwata is now held by the
of horticulture at State college, New bidders this week.
l'resno police.
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New
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state
the
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Soon.
Work
Starts
the
in
way
is doing absolutely nothing
Protests and complaints against the
of inspecting imported or domestic
Sols Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
infilings of F. W. Lowery of Denver, for THE DAY IN
nursery stock. If such stock, as
of waters from Ute
All kinds of flowers, garden 4 field seeds in bulk and packages dicated above, is not inspected at des- the appropriation
4LFALFA SEED.
in southwestern
Senate.
tination under state authority, it must creek and tributaries
at length been
Resumed tariff debate.
Union
having
county
examination.
without
necessarily go
Fe
The only exclusive grain house in
the
Caucus on recess program met and
There is a very great risk just ltow disposed of, it is announced that
on
soon
its
work
will
until tonight.
recessed
begin
company
in connection with imported nursery
which will involve about
l,obby investigation continued.
stock, and especially nursery stock project,
be
inHouse.
acres, which will all
Phone B,ack coming from Belgium.' In severalstock brought under Irrigation. ultimately
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The first
Not in session; meets
stances during the past year,
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heard before
suffragists
45
from Belgium has been infested with filing was made
winand
moth
udiciary committee.
the
gipsy
egg masses of
San Diego Board Meets.
moth, and,
ter nests of the brown-tai- l
The members of the New Mexico
unless these egg masses and nests are
discovered and destroyed by inspec- commission in charge of the exhibit
tors at destination, these insects may to be made by this state at San Diego
the year 1915 are
gain foothold and repeat in New Mex- exposition through
in the office
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afternoon
this
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now
are
which
doing
ico damage
they
regular
Meeting The
Monthly
in several New England states dam- of Governor McDonald. The members
E. monthly meeting of the board of govof the committee are Col. Ralph
age so great that the state of MassaLas Vegas; ,T. J. Shuler. ernors of the Santa Fe Club will be
chusetts is now expending, and has Twitchell, of 17.
Vigil, of Albuquerque; he,ld this evening at S o'clock sharp.
for a great many years, upwards of a of Raton: M.
You will find many good smokes in
million dollars annually in efforts of Samuel P. Clark,, of Deming, and Guy
is our cigar case. No trouble to select
A. Reed of Carlsbad.
The
meeting
not
sum
take
does
this
control, and
and shade
into account, in any way, the actual for the purpose of organization and the particular size, shape
election of officers.
you like. Zook's.
damage done to forests, orchards, and
Funeral of Agustin Pino, Jr. The
city planning of trees. Furthermore,
seven months old son of Agustin Pino
it has become necessary to quarantine CHARLTON GOES
was
and wife, who died
Tuesday,
the infested regions in New England
afternoon.
buried
yesterday
ITALY
and
TO
states
to safeguard surrounding
Thomas
ranch butter. At
the rest of the country. This quaranSLAND TRIAL KaTry
tine's.
tine must necessarily work very great
Reception Tonight The annual redisadvantage to the New England
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 14. Porter ception of the Archaeological 8 School
interests, but is an unavoidable evil.
o'clock
be held this evening at
Therefore, there are two serious risks Charlton, confessed wife slayer, left will
Governors.
of
the
in
Palace
the
for
in
be
to
tried
killing
Italy
state
in
New
Mexico
the
today
for
present
"Two men
watched
grass, one sweat and tugged and
Trade at the Modern Market. Our
of affairs. One is the very grave risk Mary Scott Castle Charlton and throwswore: And cussed with fervent vigor, the dealer who sold the mow-er- .
The meats, prices and service are right.
in Lake Como.
her
and
body
ing
these
others,
that
perhaps
pests,
his
at
But
The other man was never tired
neighbor's
laughed
will become established in your state steamship ReD'ltalia, on which the Frank Mourer, proprietor.
slam, and who could this jovial worker be? Why He's the 'Beacham
Enjoyable Dance Mr. and Mrs. L.
be a source of tremendous loss to prisoner travels third class in charge
and
and Mignardot' man."
C. Moore gave an enjoyable dance last
about
her
left
Italian
of
officers,
interests.
and
pier
horticultural
forest
your
on
eight at their home, many members
Are You
The other is the risk of quarantine, 10 o'clock.
has no death penalty, but of the younger set attending it.
will have to be declared whenwhich
Italy
?
your-Thank Friends Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
ever and wherever the gipsy and Charlton faces the possibility of soliold tools stand the strain without hindering you? Better read the
C. Fielding in this manner desire to
confinement for life.
brown-tai- l
foothold.
moths
tary
gain
following suggestions carefully and come In:
His father, Judge Paul Charlton, a thank their friends who so kindly asI feel confident that, if you can
25 and 50c
Sickles
75c to $1.50
Scythes
Taft. sisted them during the illness and
of
Yale
classmate of
to
attention
the
matter
this
bring
Hoes
50, 65 and 75c
75c, 85c and $1.00
Spades
death of their infant child.
and to the large in- M ill attend the trial.
your
legislature
65 and 75c
Rakes
INSURE WITH HAYWARD AND
affected in your
are
which
terests
are
The best tools are no better than the poor ones when they
BE SURE.
will be no difficulty in se- GENERAL FILM COMPANY
there
state,
dull. Our grindstones make the difference from $1.25 to $6.00.
SUED FOR DAMAGES.
Elks Met The local lodge of Elks
curing legislation to meet the needs
Don't forget the place:
Cleveland, Ohio, Aug. 14 Charging held an interesting meeting at the
of thorough inspection.
of Elks club last night.
Routine busiComparatively little imported nur- that the General Film company
sery stock goes to New Mexico-- and. New York is a monopoly in restraint ness was discussed. There were no
therefore, the cost for proper inspec- of trade in violation of the Sherman initiations. It is likely candidates will
law. Joseph H. Sampliner, be initiated next month.
tion of such stock will not be very anti-truZook's Benzoin, Witch Hazel and
great. Provision, however, should be an assignee of the claims of the Lake
made that all such stock must be Shore Film and Supply company, of Almond Cream Is fine for sunburn and
held in original packages until the Cleveland, today filed suit in federal windburn. Take a bottle with you on
state inspector is on the ground to court here asking for $303,000 dam- your vacation.
Dr. E. L. Hewett Those who wish
examine it when It is opened. Work ages under the triple damage provito hear Dr. E. L, Hewett speak this
of this kind is now being done in most sion of the law.
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Let Us
Repair Your Stoves

NOW

Get them ready for fall use and then
you will not be disappointed.
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Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.
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evening are informed that he will address a special meeting of the chamber of commerce at 7:30 o'clock. The
meeting has been called at his request, it is said, as he wishes to discuss bringing tourists to Santa Fe.
Sues for $4,000 Mrs. Esther Barry
has filed suit against the A. T. & S. F.
railroad for $4,000 damages because of
the death of her husband, the well
known conductor who was killed on
the Lamy branch some time ago. The
suit was filed through Attorney Harry
Bowman.
Tennis Games F. T. Blandy of the
Santa Fe club announced today the
following matches to be played Saturday on the Santa Fe club tennis court
At 3 p. m. Dr. Rolls and F. C. Wilson
against A. J. Luna and Luna Bergere.
Following this match, Edward Oakley
and John W. March against Messrs.
Wells and DeBord. Then several sin
gles provided the light does not fail.
Digneo Funeral Today The funer-e- l
of the late Ben H. Digneo, a well
known Albuquerque printer, who took
Ms life Monday in a fit of despondenat 9:30'
cy, was held this morning
o'clock at Strong Brothers' chapel in
The funeral was conAlbuquerque.
ducted by the Albuquerque camp of
the Woodmen of the World, of which
the deceased was a member at the
time of his death, and will also be attended by members of Albuqureque
rl ypographical
union, to which the
dead young man also belonged. The
pallbearers will be members of the
Woodmen and of the Typographical
union. Burial will be in a local cemetery.
Any kind of nursing bottle you want
nipples of all styles, brushes, baby
foods, talcum powders and the most
tc
careful prescription department
help baby when ill. Zook's.
A Great Reception
That Is what
everyone said of the affair given yesafternoon to 'wo hundred
terday
ladies by Mrs. W. C. McDonald at the
Executive Mansion. The rooms were
beautifully decorated with cut flowers
and ferns. The dining room, in which
refreshments were served, was decorated in pink and white and the library in which punch was served, was
decorated in American Beauty pink.
Pink roses and gladiolus in great number, made the reception room a bower
ct beauty. . Miss Lucero, daughter of
the secretary of state, and Miss Nellie Teasdale, an attractive brunette
from Phoenix, visiting Mrs. Spencer
at the Executive Mansion, presided
at the punch bowl. A number of ladles
assisted in serving the refreshments.
Among them were Mrs. J. W. March,
Miss May Spitz, Miss Florence Spitz,
Miss Nanette Spitz, of Kansas City,
Mo., Miss Timmons, of Philadelphia,
Miss Conrad, Miss Anita Bergere, Miss
Ruth Laughlin, Miss Helen Laughlin,
of Las
Miss Boyle. Miss Bristow,
Cruces, and Miss Parker. Music was
discoursed by the Ramirez stringed

orchestra.

GUARDIANSHIP CASE
DECIDED IN VEGAS COURT.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 14.
Following a legal battle of two years
duration, Monica Gutierrez, 5 year old,
abandoned by her mother when less
than a year old, was today restored to
her by the district court here. A legal guardian resisted the attempts of
the mother to secure her child, carrying the case through the minor
courts.

KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ELECT THEIR OFFICERS
IS

WORK OF 32ND CONCLAVE
DRAWING

TO

SELECTED

AND

CLOSE-OFFI-

ARE

LOS ANGELES

Colo.,

Aug.

SELEC-

PLACE.

TED AS NEXT MEETING

Denver,

RAPIDLY

CERS

Balloting

14.

tor officers of the grand encampment,

memoccupied
Knights Templars,
bers today.
At 11:30 this morning, it was given
out from authorative sources that the
following officers had been elected:
Grand Master, Arthur MacArthur,
Troy, N, Y.
Deputy Grand Master, Lee S. Smith,
Pittsburg, Pa.
Grand Generalissimo, ,T. K. Orr, Atlanta, Ga.
Grand Captain General, J. W. Chamberlain, St. Paul, Minn.
Leonidas
Grand Senior
Warden,
Newby, Knightstown, ind.
At that, hour balloting wus in progress on the last elective office of
Grand Junior Warden.
W. H. Norris, of Manchester,
la.,
was elected Grand Junior Warden of
the grand encampment, Knights of
Templars today on the third ballot.
S P. Cochran, of Lallas,
Texas, was
second, and George Vallery, of Denver, ithird.
Los Angeles was selected as the
trimeeting place for the thirty-thirennial conclave of Knights Templar
in 191ft, on the first bal'ot.
New Mexico Represented.
Headquarters of the Grand
of New Mexico, Knights
Templar, last night, were the center
of
wide interest among
visiting
Knights and ladies. A reception and
open house were held and the visitors inspected the many Indian relics
collected by Inspector General Chapman, of the New Mexico Grand
d
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W. W. ARE DEFEATED
IN ORE DOCK

Duluth.

STRIKE.

Protection
department was

Minn., Aug. 14.

by the Duluth police

vithdrawn from the Duluth, Missabe
and Northern docks today. The spe-c'police gradually will be withDefeat reluctantly is admitdrawn.
ted by members of the Industrial
Workers of the World.

It wilt not pay you to waste your
time writing out your legal form
when you can get them already printed at tbe New Mexican Printing com
BSD.
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Always Stop
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Efficiently Prepared for Your Work
Can
the Farm

The Reliable Hardware Store, My Home.

ambitious to own your own home?
Have you been waiting because you thought lots
were too high ?
One MASTER opportunity is now offered you in the
Don Diego addition. These are the most desir- able lots on the South Side. Four blocks from
boulevard. Alleys for every lot.
Unsurpassed landscape views.
Six hundred feet of large water mains have recently
been completed.
Reached either from Cerrillos Street or Galisteo
and Buena Vista Avenue.
Sixty-fo- ot
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ADDITION, FOUR

Service and Cuisine
the Best in the City

r--

Ample facilities for large
and small banquets.

FT

HOTEL DE VARGAS
AMERICAN PLAN
Room With Bath, $3.00 Up.
Room Without Bath, $.25 Up.

SPECIAL RATES
BY THE WEEK
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